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I. INTRODUCTION

Henry R bbmisse, whose life for more than 40 years had been dedicated to public service in both
national aridinternational fields, was UNICEF’s second Executive Director. He served for 15 years,
from June 1965 to 30 December 1979.

During his tenure, he considerably accelerated art evolution begun under his predecessor, Maurice
Pate.w Stardng primarily as a hum.%itarian agency in the United Nations system UNICEF gradually
became a full-fledged partner in the international development corqrttunity, maintaining its special
concern. for children. Its prograrome. scope was greatly widene4 and its ctxsperaaon with
governments doubled in amount (measured in terms of dollars of constant value).

In the process, among the most important .developmenrs were:

— The introduction of the “country probgrammingapproach”, involving an analysis of the main
problems of children snd the possibilities of action in countries receiving UNICEF coopera-
tion,

— Advocacy and support for “basic services” — the essential services that the country should try
to deliver to all children, particularly those of families in the lower socio-economic groups.
Community responsibility would be fostered in the delivery of these services.

— The “lead” responsibility given to UNICEF by dre United Naaons General Assembly for the
International Year of the Child. The Year, celebrated in 1979, led to a broader UNICEF
involvement with issues affecting children and accelerated rhemovement in UNICEF towards
finding mom effective ways to protect chddrert against neglect and exploitation.

A major motif of Harry Labouisse’s tenure was the endeavor to convince the world as a whole, and
especially to make the idea accepted among decision-makers, that children and their proper care and
nurrure must be an essential component of the development of scciety.

He also contributed outstandingly to the UNICEF uadition of seeking to help children on both sides
of civil conflicts. This”ofteninvolved delicate poliac’d situations, and his skillful diplomatic abilities
were art important factor in breaking impasses in a number of instances.

,

i“ An account of this evolution is given in some detail in The Children and the Nations: The Story
gf UNICEF, by Maggie Black, mainly in Chapters 10 to 16, (UNICEF Edition, 1986).
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The bulk of this Monograph (Chapter IV) is devoted to UNICEF’s mairspolicyconcems as expressed
by Harry Labouisse during his tenure as Executive Director. They are presented in the form of
selected key passages from statements he made, often initially to the UNICEF Executive Board. ,

Some of these statements were seminal in the evolution of UNICEF policy. Others recapitulated
developments over sevemi years and suggested next steps. They embodied the experience of
UNICEF over the years, combined with Labouisse’s own experience and sense of values, and his .
alertness to world-wide economic and social developments as they affected children. They reflected
his contiuous interchange of ideas with Board members, UNICEF staff, and others concerned with
improving the condition of children. In substance they obtained the endorsement of the Board.

Most of the passages in this Monograph have had to be limited to the essential core of the Executive
Director’s views on key issues. In many instances sentences or paragraphs elaborating on dte issues
have been sbonertedoromittedin order to keep this Monograph within reasonable length. Labouisse,
of course, had much more to say about these issues at other times, and to a number of audiences.

YVMlethis Monograph is primarily issue-orienteQ snd as such can serve as a basic reference work
on policy evolution during a decisiye ftiteen year period of UNICEF’s history, some of dte personal
characteristics of Harry Labotsisse which influenced his leadership of UNICEF are also apparent in
this Monograph. In addition to being reflected in the wording of the passages quoted, they emerge
in the imerview.sheld with him in which he talked informafly about his early family Iife and his career
before he came to UNICEF (Chapter HI), in the obituary on him (Chapter II) and the excerpts from
eulogies at Memorial Services held for him (Annex). .
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IL BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON MR. LABOUISSE ISSUED

BY UNICEF FOLLOWING HIS DEATH

Henry R. Labouisse died of cancer on 25 March 1987 in New York City at the age of 83. He had
a long and distinguished cmer in international social tid economic affaira culminating its his
Ieadexship of UNKEF from 1965 to 1979.

He W+Sknow by all who served wjth him for his integrity and sense of justice, his acute analytical
capacity and sound judgemen~ and his personal warmth and courtesy. When he retired tiom
UNICEF, a senior colleague noted: ‘“Thereiaan almost insrant direct human sympatiy between him
and the people he is taIkisrgto — his simplicity and directness of expression, his readiness to listen
to arguments and to change his mind and at the same.dine, when it is a question of principle, then
his readiness to &fend it”

Born 11Februag, 1904, in New Grleans, M. Labouisse gmduatcd from WoodbcrTYForest School,
Viigisria, in 19;2. He earned a B.A. degree fromprinceton University in 1926 and a LL.B. from the
Harvard University Law School in 1929. He practiced law for 12 years in New York City.

After the outbreak of dre Second World War, he entered public service, joining the Division of
Defense Materials of the United States government. He was appointed Counselor for Economic
Affaira in the US Embassy in park in 1944 and laterpiaycd a key role in setting up the Marshall Plan
in Europe. He served as Chief of the Marshall Plan Special Mission to France from 1953 to 1954.

In 1954,U.N. Secretary-General Dag I%nssn~kjoldappoitttedMr. Labouissc Director of rheUnited
Nations Relief and Worka Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), which was
responsible for pmviditrg food. shelter, health services and education to some 9C@00 refugees. By
the time he left in 1958, the srartdardof living had improved generally throughout the camps, despite
severe political and administrative tensions as well as insufficient funds, and UNRWA had managed
to put in place an expanded programme of vtxational mining and develop a reservoir of goodwill
for the organization its both the host counties and among rhe refuge-m themselves.

Mr. Labouisse becarnc a consultant to the World Bank in 1959 and directed an economic survey of
Venezuela, which included for the first time in such studies, chapters on health and education. In
the summer and fall of 1963 at Hammarakjold’s request, he was granted a leave of absence by the
Bank to serye as Special Adviser in UN efforts to contain the upheavals in.Congo (now Zaire)
following its independence.

Appointed by President Kennedy as D~ctor of the United States International Co-operation
Administration in 1961, Mr. Labmsisse played a key role in the preparation of legislation which led
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to the establishment of the successor Agency for Itrrematiotral Development (USAID). From 1962
to 1965 he served as Ambassador to Greece. He was appointed Executive Director of UNICEF by
UN Secrctsry-Generai U Thant shordy following the death of the organization’s first Executive
Director, Maurice Pate, in 1965.

In a world whem”poliacal tensions often threatened to &rail international social and humanitarian
initiatives, Harry Labotsisse was deeply committed to keeping the issue of children’s well-being
firmly above the poliricaI bartlefiehd. UNICEF had established since its creation a oadiaon of non-
partisan relief to children and mothers in distress on both sides of civil conflict. The war in the
Indochina Peninsul% and the Nigerian civil war, were two of the most testing experiences for
humanitarian action in the post-colonial world. Labouisse’s quiet diplomacy enabled UNICEF to
aidchMren and mothers wherever they happened to be, even when they were outside the control of
‘internationally recogrtizcd States.

During the late 1960s and eariy 1970s, UNICEF became much more involved in longer-term
development efforts for children, considerably enfarging riie scope and sucrtgthening the effective-
ness of its operations. An approach to “basic” or community-based services for children was
introduce~ “whichembraced health, safe water, nutrition, educadon and women’s programrnes and
which emphasized seif-help by people artdcommunities, Iirdcedtogovernment services for necessary
support

In the mi4-1970s, N!!. Lcbmrisse lcd UNICEF to join with the World Heaidr Orgarrizatiori (WHO)
in the development and promotion of the primary health care strategy involving a reorientation of
the conventional pattern of health services to reach the large mass of underserved people, especially
in the developing counties. These joint efforts received a major impetus in 1978 with the WHO/
UNICEF-sponsored Conference at Alma-Ata, USSR, where Ministers of Health and senior health
officials”of some 140 counties accepted primary health care as the principal means of achieving
“Health for All by the Yew 2(M0.”

In 1979, the last year of Mr. Labooisse’s tenure, the UN General Assembly made UNICEF the lead
agency worldwide for the ‘Ts-ttematiortslYear of the Child. ” Generating a degree of interest in the
well-being of dieir children in many counties far exccding original expectations, the Year SISOled
to broader UNICEF advocacy and involvement on issues affecting children, nationally and
internationally.

In September 1979, UNICEF, working with the International Committee of the Red Cross on relief
operations in Kampuchea, wm designated “lead agency” of the United Nations system for this effort,
an emergeticy operation as complex as My in “theUnited Nations’ history. Mr. Labouisse brought
his very special experience to this irmicate and internationally sensiuve situation,’and helped guide
the massive international relief effort in the last months before his rctimment

Mr. Labouisse travelled extensively in the more than 100 counties where UNICEF was providing
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assistance. His happiest moments were spent in the field going from village to village with local

= people artdUNICEF staff members, gairringfirst-handknowledge of the impact of the organization’s
work rmdalso of the inevitable diftlctdries and shortcomings. During Mr. Latnmisse’s stewardship,
UNICEF income from governments and private contributions increased from $33 million in 1965
to more than $250 rrrillion in 1979.

For some six years following his retirement from UNICEF, Mr. Labouisse served as Chairman of
the Board of the American Farm Schcd, a vocational training center for Greek rural youth in
‘fhessaloniki with which he had become acquainted while serving as US Ambassador.

~. Labouis;e was firat msrried,tqElisabeth Striven Clink, whodiedin 1945. He hadone ~ughter.
Anne and four gmrtdchildren. In 1954, he martied Eve Curie, the youngest dsughterof the scientists
Pierre and Marie Curie, an author and journalist. He.wss survived by his wife, his daughter and four
jgrandchildren.

III. BEFORE UNICEF

Excemts from intern newswith Mr. Labouuis#

I artsriotoireof dtesepeople with an-tic back@mrnd. I stiedoff in arktherquiet, un@%xenriotis “
way of life. My family was reasonably well-to-do, comfortable. My farher’s family were all from
New Orleans. One of om,ancesmra, Jeart-Jacques Latmuisse, had come over from France in the latter
part of the 18th century. The Labouisses were Huguenots. My mother’s family came from
Charleston. They also were.Huguenots, and their forefadrm came over from Europe about the same
time.

I was born and brought Upin New Orleans, went to school there, and went away to prep school in
Virginia. I had two brothers, one four years older, and the orher eight years older. But I’m the only
one who eventually went North to live. We gew Upin the South during the “Jim Crow” era in which
there were “colored only” and “whites only” signs in resmmms, restaurants, and so forth. I never
felt too much affected by this: my family really had no raciaI hang-ups.

In the family there was an interest in broad social issues. During the Fust .WorldWar, my father was
the volunteer head of the regional American Red Cross. I was brought up to try to do things of a civic
nati. I remember, during World War I, one of my f~t public speeches wis made in whatrhey called
the’’FourMinute Msn”, sellirtgLlberry Bonds. 1won a prize forsellirrg bonds. My farherrdso wanted
all of us boys to work. Irr the summer, we went up to Lake Champlain and we boys helped to take
care of the family place in Wesrport. I use to run a vegetable garden and all the vegetables that the
family couldn’t eat I sold in the neighborhood and to tie 10calmarkets. I’ve always had a speciaJ
feeling about farm life and namre. I like to see things grow.
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It was real hard work to organize this garden, which was quite big. Somedmes I couldn’t do all dre
ploughing and planting by myse~ I wotdd get someone to do tha~ rlten I ran the thing. Before the
First World War, and during it, we often had huge numbers of guests down for week-ends and I used
to produce all the food for everybody. Although comfortably well off, we didn’t have an automobile
until I was in my early teens.

Later on, when I was in law school, I was also secretary for my farher in the summertime, taking
dictation, writing his letters, keeping his checkbook etc. My father was itsthe cotton business in New
Orleans. He was a man of tremendous integrity. He once tried to stop a financial panic in New
Orleans, I think it was in about 1907, when there was a great run on the markets. He tried to prevent
it, drough he risked losing W his money by continuing to buy in order to stop the rush of sales. He
did lose a lot of money but he helped stop the panic. He was always quite an example tome because
of the way he cared ab6ut other peopIe.

After graduadng fromPrittceton I went to Harvard Law School. I lilted the law. I likedlegd processes
of thoughL I always felt it was very helpful, no matter what you were going to do later, to get that
kind of training. While at Hmvard Law I hadn’t yet made up my mind about my future, so that was
one more reason for me to continue being educated a little longer.

When I left law school, my first thought was to go back to New Orleans to practice law. The leading
!IL=.in the New Orleans had affcm~ tnc a job; so I didrr’t look for w-orkin A’ewYork at that time.’
But, the head of the New Orleans fmsr said he watrtcdme to go toTukme University forayesrto study
dre Louisiana code and Louisiana law, which are somewhat different from the common law in other
States of the U.S. By then, I had had enough of studying and felt it was time to start earning my own
living, so I decided to come to New York.

This was in August 1929,just befort. the great stock market crash. I had a cousin, a former Secretary
of State, who was a parmerirt a New York law fm. He offered me ajob. I thought his offer bordered
a little on nepotism and I didn’t rake iL My cousin then gave MCthe names of other fmrts in New
York and I started working in September 1929 at $2100 a year, which was reasonably good, in dtose
days, for a young man just out of law schcd. When Christmas time came, the little envelope was
brought around in which, normally, you’d get a raise as a Christmas present — but this time I got
a little. note saying that, unfortunately, because of what happened in October, fid on into the
depression, my salary had been cut $300. So I was now getting $1800 a year instead.

I intended to practice law in New York for a couple of years and then go back to New Orleans — but
I just never did that. I “stayedon with my fmn for about 12 years. I wasn’t t&-ibly happy with big
New York corpoiate practice: we did a lot of corpomte mortgage work,‘utd I thought this left
something to be desired. But, you know, when you sraRsomething, you like to see it through. Also,
I wanted to become a partner in the fm, so I stuck on until that happened.
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In 1935 I had married Betsy Clark. She came from a wealthy family — the Clark money came from
the Singer Company. Our daughter, Arme, was born in 1938.F

A year later, World War II was on in Europe. I had a great fiend from New Orleans, Walter
Buttcrworth, who was in the Foreign Service. He was posted in the U.S. Embassy in London. He
kept suggesdng that I come to Washington to work for the GovemrttenL but I was hesitanL Dean
AcheSon was then Assistant Secretmy of State in chmge of Economic Affairs artd Tom Fiiettcr, a
lawyer from New YoriGwas starting a new economic operation in the State Department called the
Division of Defense Materials. The idea was to acquire warrnaterials fmmvarious counties astdalso
to prevent such materials tium going to the Germans. I tirtally decided tojoin the team and I started
working in Washington in August 1941. I thought I would work for the Government for a year or
two. But then came Pearl Harbor, America was in the war and Ijust never went back to practice law
again.

I want to go back to an earlier episode which greatly increased my interest in social @blems. When
Betsy arsdIwere fsrstmarriedwe livedon 68th Street between2ndand3rdAvenuein New York City,
and there was a settlement house — a neighborhood house — on 70th Street between 1st and 2nd
Avenue called the Lcnox Hill Neighborhood Associaaon. I had worked over there quite a iot with
Betsy. The paid resident head was a wonderful woman called Rosalie Manning, but the Board, in
those days, was mostly a “society” Board. It had a lot of big business men, some of whom were
involved with mortgages on property in that neighborhood— in those so-called “railroad flats” that
went maight through. Miss Maruting.felt that the pple who owned these buildingsmid the people,... .
that held the mortgages weren’t treating the tenants properly. She was quite a forceful lady and she
antagonized the Board, so the Boia-dckided to get rid of her. Betsy and I opposed this very strongly
and finally, one day, at a Board meeting — after a very unpleasartt discussion where I thought most
members were being unfair — I was asked if I would be prepared to take over. That was kind of a
shocker. I was only in my thirties at the rime, and this was a big responsibility. I asked for some time
to think it over.

The settlement house served people of about 25 different nationalities who lived in that area —
Hungarian, Germans, Irish, you name iL I strongly felt Miss Manning was right. I got together some
young friends of ours, and they said they would support us — then I said to the Board. yes, we would
rake over. I didn’t want to be the he@ so Ipcrsuaded a friend of mine, who also had a certain amount
of money, to agree to be president. I became vice-president, and we ran the Assmiation for a while.
A group of people about my age, some of them younger, in their twenties, really pitched ht. It was
their fmt confrontation with charity or social work, and they gave a lot to it. They raised quite some
money and the whole thing hurrmrcdalong. Miss Manning stayed on. It was wonderful! This was
my fiist active vent&c into social work and it influenced me profoundly.

Back now, to the war. In 1944, I was asked by the State Department to go to Paris as Minister of
Economic Affairs in the American Embass~ this was just after Paris had becsrliberated and the war
was still going on. I Said there were three reasons why I shouldn’t go: I wa.m’t an economist, my
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French wasn’t rdl that go@ and we had this young child — about five at the dine. I didn’t know if
we wanted to move right away. They said, well, don’t think it evermore than overnight. I felt un&r
pressure — and finally I decided we would go. I went to Paris alone in the early fall of 1944. My
wife and &ughter were to join me later. But this was the time when Betsy became very ill: she never
did come over, and she died its September 1945 of cancer. I had returned to Washington, where I
continued to work for the State Depamssent.

In June 1947,General Marshall made a speech at Harvr@ launching the idea of what became known
as the Marshall Plan. As originally conceiv~ it was addressed to all counties of Europe, but the
Easter nEuropeansdecided not to participate. I waspartof the State Depatunent team which worked
on formtdating the Plan. We spent the whole winter preparing what we were going to present to the
Congress. It was a new kind of approach: our Government asking the Congress to take along-term
financial commitment- ovez four yearn — to heIp putsing the war-devastated European counties
back on their feeL It finally did go through Congress thanks to dse bipartisan approach.

During the winter of 1948, I was sent to Paris from time to time to follow the creation of what was
to be known as the Organization for European Economic co-operation, (OEEQ, which later became
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The theory was that
European counties ought to form an organization to deal co-operatively W-MSsome of their new
problems. The U.S. werenotamem&rofOEEC SSIddidrt’twarttto be, but I satin forotsrGovemment
with two or three associates. That is the way I got to know Dag Hsmstxsmkjold: he was then
representittg Swe.denitsthe discussions on the Marshall Plan. After the MarsisaiiPlan legislation was
passed by the Congress, I was back in fhe State Department as @-ordinator for Foreign Aid and
Assistance, with a staff of about twelve people. In 1951, I was sent once again to Pmis as head of
the Marshall PlaIs mission to France. I W“SSthere for three years.

In 1954Dag Hamrnarskjold who had recently been named Secretary-General of the United Nations,
was Imking for someone to go to the Middle East to head the UN agency for Palestinian Refugees
— UNRWA. For some reason, he decided I was the person to do iL I hadn’t really followed that
situation and it was a rather unknown territory to me but Hammarskjold was quite insistent — I think
because he always believed in dealing with people he knew and trusted. He asked the U.S.
Government to release me and they said okay. So I left for Beirut, and that was how I started my UN
connection.

During drat same year, Eve Curie and I were married. A Fsench author and journalist, she was the
youngest daughter of the scientists Pierre and Marie Curie. We lived our fmt years together in the
Middle ESSL

UNRWA gave me f~st-hand experience with &ugee conditions, wish health, nutrition, education,
and children’s problems. It made me face directly the problems of poverty and underdevelopment.
Just one exarpple: In the UN legislation, the refugees were defined as Palestinians “who lost their
homes and means of Iivelihcmd” as a result of the events of 1946,47 and 48, and of the establishment
of the State of Israel in 1948. UNRWA was told to take care of the refugee population, but we were
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limited to rhat official definition. Now, in the border viUages, if a man still livedist hk home in Arab ,
land but with all his formerfields onthekaeli sidcorthedemarcation line, hecouldnot berecognized
as a refugee. As director ofUNRWA, I could do nothing for that category, so we called on UNICEF
to help at least the children in those pmticukw villages. ‘l%eyprovided sldsrrmilk powder as well as
other items and the UMCEF office in Paris did some purchasing for UNRWA in general. That was
the first contact I had with UNICEF.

In UNRWA, human problems confronted us daily. The refugees suffered great deprivations,
physicauy, mosally, and spirimaily. Our UN Agency, established to look after them, was primar-
ily concerned with rheirphysical well-being, with food, with shelter, with education for the chddren.
We tied not to get involved in the acute political problems which were the main concern of a great
many of tbe refugees, and particularly of their leaders.

Let me just mention the kinds of things rhat UNRWA did. We had on our roUs roughly 900,000
registered refugees (about 500,000 in Jordan, a litrle ovm.200,C03 in the Gaza Soip, over 100,000
in Sfi and over 100,000 in Lebanon). We providedrations forthem— mostly what we called “dry
radons”, that is flour, some rice, beans, and so on, plus a smsU amount of butter or other fats. The
total cost of the disrnbution of food came to roughly $18 a person a year.

The next item of importance, obviously, wss health. We ran our own clinics, we also made
arrangements with led hospitals in the host counties for sGmerefugee care. This was mostly done
through relations with governments, orwithchurch groups. Istallhealth matters, we harlt!re techni~+ ,,
help of WHO. -.. -.. . . . ..

NOWabout education: we provi~ throughout tie area, education for ~school age and some
secondwy schooling. Most of rhe sWon&.ty sch~ling, as I XECall,was done in schools of the host
countries to which we paid stipends based on numbers of pupils. But the primary schools really were
rutsby UNRWA, with the technicfl help of UNESCO. We also established some vocational training
schools. The total cost of running all of our operations, including shelter to which I will come in a
momen~ was, in those &ys, $27 a persona year — food, health, education, shelter.

On the question of shelter, many people think of the refugees as living just in camps. My recollec-
tion is that less tkan 50% of tie total 900,000 lived in UNRWA-supposted camps. The balance,
scattered in five neighboring countries, lived with families, relatives, friends — often in city slums.
Those living in cities or near the cities usually would get some sori of work. This helped them to
survive on the rations we gave them, by supplementing them with exma fed.

The problems we had then— in the ftities — wems-elatively simple compared to the problems which
exist new among the refugee population. At the time, there was no PLO and the Palestinians were
notparticularly orgtiti. The refug~s used to sayconstantly “When can we go back toour homes?”
This is the sort of situation we were faced with, in those early days.
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How did we deal with it? One day at a dine, one problem at a dine. I always tried to keep out of the
political clashes and antagonisms, while mmaisting thoroughly aware of the poliacal problems. I
never took side~ I did show some sympathy for the situation in which the refugees found themselves,
but I was never critical of any one coutroy and I tried to maintain as much of a balance as I could
between the forces at play. I also hiedtocalm rl+ngsdown as much as possible, and to be completely
honest with the refugees. I think they finally accepted me.

On the whole, I think we did the best we could under the circumstances. I had the sat god forrune
of having a marvelous staff working with me. Most of them were already with UNRWA when I came
but I also brought some new people — one of whom was Sherry Moe. The whole team worked very
hard under conditions that had no pIWdCflL

Irravelledverywidely artdoften, throughoutrhearca. Ivisitedeverycarrtp, every oneofthe57 camps.
I visited the schools, the hospitals, and all our othei installations. You had to be very close to the
problem in order to deal wids iL

When I first joined UNRWA in 1954, Hammarskjold had suggested that I go for a year. I had said
I would do that but when I tried to talk to him about leaving at the end of the year, he did not want
to hear about it. I eventually stayed for four years. I was about 54 at that time and I felt the m.ed to
come back and live in the States, where my young daughter was in boarding schcd.

In 1959 I join~ rbe World Banlt as a consul~~ ! hti +SXYETIEugene Black, Lhe.%esidcm of the
Bank, for some years and he and some of his senior associates urged me to come to work with them.
At that pardcuku momenL the Government of Venezuela had requested the Bank to conduct an
economic survey of that courroy, and I was appointed to head this team. I worked at this for over
a year. What especially interested me during this mission were the matters of priorities its the use
of funds. For example, the programs of Venezuela in the health field called for the consouction of
sophisticated hospitals. Our team felt that it was much better to build a number of small clinics in
rural areas which would serve people far removed fromrhe cities, as there were already large hospitals
that were not fully utilized. The thought was to bring services closer to the people. One of the things
we hied to stress was the importance of health, of education, of basic semices in relation with
economic progress. Indusoial dcvelopmen~ the building of new roads, of steel mills and the like is
not enough a country is made of people, and they need help for their own development. That is a
philosophy I always had. I hiedro express it in my acceptance speech, when UNICEF was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize.

.

In the summer of 1960, Dag Hammankjold suddenly asked me to come to New York to help him
with the Congo situation,’which was just coming to a head. He borrowed me from”the Bank for a
few months. Then Gene”Blacksuggested that I become arepresentative of the World Bank for Africa.
I was just about to sm”in that new capacity when, in November 1960, I was asked to come and talk
to the Kennedy team in Washington. My career at the World Bank LIWSended in early 1961.
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I hadrcceivedacal.1 from Dean Ru~ who was designatcdto be Kennedy’s Secretary of State. I went
to see him and he said that the new president would like me to become the head of the International~
Coopersaon Administration (ICA). At that time the foreign aid complex was spread out into several
parts: there was the ICA, the Development Loan Furt~ The Commerce DeparmtenL and the
AgrictdmralDepartmertt. I was offered to be the head of ICA, which was the maincogin this wheel,
and I accepted.

The Kemedy Administration had decided to reorganize the whole structure of foreign aid and I was
asked to head a task force to do thk I worked on that at the same drsteas trying to run KM. President
Kemedy’s original idea was to have ail US foreign assistance brought together under one agency,
including economic and military aid. This was the way our task force started. But then, the White
House contact on the Hill reported that the progmros would not go through the Congress if merged.
So the military was separated out and the new agency which we rtxtrttctured andpmposcd is, in fact,
the present USAID.’ Some members of the White House staff wanted me, at the same time, to shake
up the old ICA and get rid of marty of the people who had worked there over many years. This I was
not prepared to do. So someone else was appointed the head of the new agency, USAID, which
replaced ICA in early 1962.

Dean Rusk discussed sc.eml positions with me, both in Washington and overseas. After reviewing
vsrious possibilities, we agreed on my being appointi Ambassador to Greece. My years in Greece
were to be enormously interesting and tewarding for me and for Eve.

. . ... ... .... .. . “,, ,.. ... . . . , . . .. . . . . . . . 4.,

In November 1964, when I had been the American Ambassador in Athens going on three yearn, I
received a long letter from Maurice Pate. He wrote that he intended to retire, after some 18 yeats
as Executive Director of UNICEF, and that he was lodtistg for a successor. He expressed some of
MSideas about UNICEF, and asked me if I would be interested in succeeding him. I must say this
came as a terrific surprise to me because I didn’ tknow Maurice pate aUthat well. He said in his letter
that he thought that I would be approved by the Secretsry-Genersl, by the United States Government,
and by the UNICEF Board and staff.

My fmt contact with Maurice Pate went back to my UNRWA DAYS. As I mentioned esrlier, I had
been in touch with UNICEF to see if they could provide some assistance to Palestinian children in
certain border villages. In addition, the UNICEF ot%cein Beirut gave us locally a lot of help. From
time to dine, when I touched base in New York, Maurice invited me to lunch at the Union League ~‘
club. The more I thought about the work of UNICEF and its objectives, and about Maurice’s
surprising offer, the more I felt I should consider it. I decided to be back to New York and “totalk
toMaurice. When I saw him, he seemed somewhat worn-out and in ill health. He was a god salesman
for~CEFand be persuaded me that this wouldbc very interesting andchallengingjob. I supposed
one of the reasons Maurice Pate had thought of me in the first place and had titten me that letter,
is that he knew I had been interested in development, and was familiar with my UN background.

While in the United Smtes, and before making my decision, I had several informal talks about
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UNICEF with US and UNofficials. I saw HubettHumphreyon rhedayhe hadredred!iomthe Senate
because he had just been nominated as Vice President to run with President Johnson. In his view,
rhe three agencies of the United Nations which were very good were UNICEF, WHO, and ILO. When
I met with Secrerasy of State Dean Rush he urged me to take the job and assured me that UNICEF
had the full support of the US Government. Paul Hoffman, the head of the UN Special FunL also
encouraged me. He emphasized the importance of UNICEF and said he would look forward to our
working together as UN colleagues. During my discussions with Maurice Pate, I had asked him why
someone iiom within the organization cotddn’t rake over from him. I particularly had in mind his
deputy, Dick Heyward, with whom I was very much impressed. He told me that Dick would in fact
prefer to continue as Deputy.

So I decided to come to UNICEF, after being assured that my age was not going to be a stumbling
block. (I was already past 60, which w= the official UN redrement age.) At the rime, I was hoping
to take my new post toward the end of 1965. I wartred to have some more time in Grrece.
Unfortunately, Maurice Pate died suddenly in February and Zcna Hsrman, who was then Chairman
of the Executive Board of UNICEF, flew to Athens to see me. She pressed me to come to UNICEF
as soon as possible. Our very positive and useful talks increased my understanding of the working
of the Board and of the Agency’s administration. I hastened my preparations for the move to New
York and I officially starred working with UNICEF at the Board meeting of June 1965.

W. MR. LABOL!!SSE AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The first two staremenrs in this Chapter are the ~1 texts of Mr. Lzbouisse’sjirst srarement ro the
Execm”ve Board, in June 1965, and several months timer, his acceptance speech for UNICEF of the
Nobel Prize, in December 1965. These basically set the tone for his approach to meeting ~he
objectives of UNICEF andfor his adninisrradon of the orgardzation. The third statement, made in
May 1966 expresses his conviction abous UNICEF’S conm”buts”onto development. It is an exrracr
from his opening address to thefirst UNICEF Board Session for which he hadfull respomibilityfor
the Secretan”ats input.

“Maiden” Speech to the Executive BO~d, 14 June 19fj5V

Thisismy fist opportunity to meet with this Board in mgularsession and to tell you how very happy
I am to become amemberof the UNICEF family. I have met some of you informally and have already
benefited fi-csmour exchanges of views. I look forward to meeting md getting to know each of you.
and I hope that we will develop rapidly a close working relationship.

I shall not attempt on this occasion to address you on tie substantive work of UNICEF. After only
a few busy days in my new assignment, I do not yet fee] qualified to do so. The substanave pantof
our presentation will be handled by Mr. Heyward and other members of the I_TNICEFstaff. I shall
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confine myself largely to listening and learning. However, I should like, a little later, to make a few
observations of a general nature. But, fret, I want to say something about the man I succeed, the man

! whose vision, inspiration and constant efforts have made UNICEF such a remarkable institution.
Some of you knew Maurice Pate irtdmately — far better than I did. But all of us in this mom— and
many hundreds elsewhere— know of his great achievements and outstanding qualities as a man. It
is in the latter context that I want to rcmemberMaurice Pate — as a gxeat human being, a mart whose
quality of heart and understanding and whose personal integrity were — and remain — examples for
all. His leadership, carried out under the authority of the Executive Board, accomplished, over the
years, a sort of miracle, rdlected by the outstanding record of UNICEF and by its reputation in the
world.

I know that it will not be easy to follow in the fcotateps of such a persow the difficulty is emphasized
when I bear in mind the long years he served in this post. However, I can assure you that I shall do
my best to lead and to carry forward the work of UNICEF and to adapt it to the changing pattern of ~
events.

When Maurice Pate first suggested tome that I succeed him as Executive Director following his
prospective retiremen~ I was very tempted+ yet hesitant. I was at the time busily engaged and
exuemely interested itsa work which I lik~ and was not desirous of change. However, after further
talks with Mr. Pate, with Secretary-General U Thant, the Chairman of this Board, officials of
UNICEF and others, and after n.y own Government cortfomed to me the importance it attached to
the work of UNICEF, I came to the decision.that I wotdd accept the IMectorship.if,+is.shotd_d be. ,
the desire of the Executive Board.

The original understanding was that I would not assume this post until next fall. However, after the
!ragicdeathof Maurice Pate, I was asked to come to New York at an earlier &te and, with some
diffictdty, my time-table of work was drastically re-arranged. To be frank+I feel somewhat out of
breath: because there had beersno transition time between my fmmcr and psesent posts, I still
Iackedthe necesssq background of reading and studying. But I enter my new work whole-heartcd-
ly and with real enthusiasm

As I believe you know, I am not a stranger to the tJnitedNaaons— nor to the needs of the developing
counties andparticulady of their chiklrcn. During the four years that I headcdUNRWA, a large part
of my responsibilities relat~ to children. About one-half of the 900,0@ or more Palestine refugees
in our care were “15”years of age or younger. Among dre services provided by UNRWA for these
children and their mothers were healt!s services, maternity cenues, environmental sanitation,
education, vocational training and.the like. Many of the UNICEF programmed I heard discussed by
our Programme Committee last week we~ familiar echoes of my life from 1954 to 1958.

Again, in 1959 and 1960, when I led a team from the World Bank to carry out an economic sumey
of Venezuela, I found myself vesy closely engaged in problems sffectirtg children and youth. A
substantial pornon of my mission’s report dealt with matters in the fields of health, sanitation and



education, particular attention being given to the problems created by the mushrooming of shanty-
towns on the outskirts of the urban centrcs.

Those two experiences within the United Nations family, together with my experience in United
States Foreign Aid Rogramrne, make.me confident that I have something to conmibute to the work
of UNICEF. Allow me to tell you today how proud I am that the Board should have given me its
trust in this assignment

This renewal of my association with thepractical work of dte UnitedNationsde-es notsoleiyrcpresent
to me an interesting and challenging post. It also expresses my faith in the United Nations as an
organization, as an irreplaceable “way of life” for dte peoples of the world. To my mind the true
ittterrtadonal civil servant holds an important key to dre future — for I am convinced that the only
real hope for us all lies in the ability and willingness of men and women of various outlooks, cukttres
and backgrounds to work together in mutual trust and friendship.

Let us come back now to our specitic task. Although I have deliberately chosen not to comment in
detail on the substantive side of UNICEF’s worlq I would like to otsdine briefly how I intend to go
about my work. I shall my to learn aod absorb as much as possible, as rapidly as possible. To this
end, I plan to travel widely inorder to sceprograrmrtes in action in the field, as well as tnvisit interested
Government officials in both the developing and the more developed counties.

I sha!! S!SOseek the advice and g~idcnce cf tk members d this Board, whenever feasible, and not
just dtrough formal contacts such as the anmd meetings. For example, it seems tome that it might
be a god i&a to ask Board Representatives to meet with me informally when I return from certain
tips itsorder that we may discuss matters of common intcresL Also, it may prove desirable, from
time to time, to seek advice from members or groups of membe~ of the Board on matters which are
of their special competence. Conversely, I will always welcome eagerly any advice or guidance that
individual members may feel disposed to give to me.

WMr respect to the Specidlzed Agencies, the Special Fund and other parts of dre United Nations
family, it is my intention to seek tie closest possible collaboration widr them, both at Headquarters
leveI and in the field. All my life, in whatever assignmen~ I have sought to make team play a guiding
principle of my work. I consi&r it pardcularly important for United Nations agencies to conserve
their limited resources by making every effort to avoid duplication, overlapping and other wasteful
pracaces. There arc enormous tasks to do for all agencies, and we must co-ordinate our efforts to
the greatest extent possible.

I want also to work closely tith the UNICEF National Cotmiiittees and Non-Governmental
Organizations who have done and arc doing so much for the cause of UNICEF. May I take this
oPPornsnirYto ~ti them from the bottom of my heart for all that they have done and for their
condnucd support. They may be sure that I shall be in touch widr them as soon ss and as often as
circumstances PcrmiL
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It would perhaps be well for me to stop at this poinL However, because the priority needs of the
* children of the world are so great- andtiey are constantly increasing- I want to touch fora moment

onamatter of serious concerri tome—frmmces. Sirnng through the Prrrgramme Committee meetings
last weck— snd talking with our Regionai Diectors — I have been impressed with the,great irtte~st
of Governments in educariori and vocational training as among rhe most important problems of
children and youth. At best, I believe that UNICEF will be able to meet only a smalJ part of the
requests which will come forward in tlis very important field. We could not meet them all even if
we wanted to cut down on the equally important aid in the fields of health and nurnaon - and I doubt
that anyone would wish us to take a bachvmd step them. But this is not the whole story. Later on
at this session, the Board will be discussing how to do more for rite pre-school child and also for the
children living in the deplorable conditions of shanty-towns, for whom, I am told, very little has been
done so far.

But all this takes mone~ and it is perfectly clear to me — from comments by members of the
Progtamme Committee as wefl as from talks with our Directors and members of Headquarters staff
— that if UNICEF is to do a reasonably adequate job in helping to meet the rrrirtimum needs of
children, an appreciable increase in income wifJ be necessary. i casmot suggest to you at this time,
with any dsgree of cerntu&, what the order of magnitude of that increase should be. However, we
are un&rtaking a study for rhe purpose of determining, in the light of conditions existing at tlis time,
the priority needs of children that UNICEF should uy to meet. Because there are so many
impo,@,pbles,Tthis is not a simple m,k and it,will tde time. But we need not await the results of. ~....
that study in order to recognize the necessity for action. As Mr. Heyward will make clear later on,
UNICEF is spending substantially less its 1965 than it did in 1964, due to limited resoumes.
Consequently, let me urge each representative sitting in this room — whether governmental or
voluntary— [odo everything possible witi his or her Government, and with the public, to help bring
about an early and significant increase of our income. For my part, I will naturally do all that I can
to help. But in the final analysis we must lcok to you.

Just a few more words, by way of conclusion.

I have been with UNICEF for two weeks tomorrow — which is a very short rime. But it has been
enough for me to be profoundly impressed by the professional competence and fine qualities of the
UNICEF international staff at all levels. I am fortunate indeed to have been called to work with and
to lead such men and women. They already have my admiration and my friendship. I pray that I will
not disappoint them, and that I will not disappoint you.

~
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Acceptance Speech, Nobel Peace Prize

Oslo. 10 December 196541

It is a great privilege to represent here today rJreUnited Nations Children’s Fund astd on its behalf,
to receive the Nobel Peace Prize for 1965. I speak for the entire staff of UNICEF, as forourExecurive
Bo~ itsexpressing our profound graatttdc to the Nobel Committee of the Norwegian Storting.

May I also say how very much we wish that my predecessor, Maurice Pate, could be here with us.
This greatpracticalidealist was UNICEF’s amhitcct and builder. To work forchiMren,Marrrice Pate
devoted much of his life and at that work he died last January, a few months before his scheduled
retirement. We miss him poignantly in Oslo today.

Created irt 1946 to provide urgent relief for the children of war-ravaged Europe, UNICEF was soon
given the task of assisting the children of the developing countries who live in the shadow of disease,
hunger, ignorance and poveny.

We bow from Alfred Nobel’s own childhood what care and tireless effort carsmean in enabling a
ftagile, sickly boy to atrain great heights in later life. Nobel’s parents succeeded in overcoming the
ill forrune which beset rlreir son: everything that could be done for him, was done. He lived, and his
name tcday is associated with mankind’s highest achievements.

HadAlfrulNobelbeen bom,not in 1833 butevetrirt 1965,in astearrry, isolated village ofAsia, Africa,
Ladts America, what would he his chances of survival and of success?

The hard reality is tha~ in more than one humid developing counties of the worlcLcheodds that
confront the average chiId today — not to say a sickly one — are still ovenvhelming. They are 4 to
1 agairtathis receiving any medical attention, at bti or afterwards. Even if he survives until school
age, the chances am 2 to 1 that he will get no education at W, if he does get into school, the chances
are about 3 to 1 that he will not complete the elementary grades. Almost certainly he will have to
work for a living by the time he is twelve. He will work to eat — to eat badly and not enough. And
his life will, on the average, end in about 40 years.

Such statistics make us face tie sraggeiirtg waste of human energy and talent which drains, year in,
yearouc the very nations which need them most. The r@eloping counrnes m making a courageous
effort to catch Upwith the indusrnd ones. To them, to US,the word “development” is a symbol of
how it britrgs.to mind new reads, power pkmrs, and steel mifls, stepped up production in farming
and industry. But development means, above all, -- not numbers of people but quality of people.
Oneofdrecrucial factors in the progress of a country is the development of the child, the adult of
tomorrow - tomorrow’s engineers, doctors, progressive farmers, teachers, scientists, social learders.
That is the great task in which UNICEF is taking a share.
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Now, an underprivileged child may benefit horn many different things: from a mass vaccination
campaign, from improved nutrition, from a new well in his village providing clean water to drink,

? from a book, from a gocd teacher in a rrtodcmizcd schccd, from a small clinic serving his
neighborhood. In its efforts to help meet these needs, UNICEF conce.ntrates on helping governments
establish or exp~d their own services for children. Assisted governments contribute, on the average,
more than 2 1/2 times as much as does UNfCEF to etih given p~@. Our Agency’s contribution
consists of such things as medicines and medical equipment, jeeps and bicycles for public health and
community development. workers, science kits and other equipment for pilot schools, tools for
vocational training, pipes and pumps for village sanitation, the stipends to pay for the training of
teachers — or.of teachers’ teachers.

UNICEF aid comes tnanelously alive in’rhe field when you see, for instance, a whole pilot region
raising its standards simultaneously in education, nurntion, sanitation and health, with everyone
leriding a han~ froth the lWSI~achers ~d ckxtors to the pooiest families of the jungle villages —
all this with the help of our supplies and of advice from United Nations experts. The “fraternity of
nations” thatAlfrcdNobel, in his will, dreamt to secpmmotcdis truly there in action. On ourUNICEF
staff we have men and womenof71 different nationalities and, on our Board, 30narions. Onehundred
and twenty-one governments conrnbute on a purely voluntary basis to our budget, and 118counties
receive our assistance while, in turn, doing their sham of the financing and of the work. Such world-
wide cmperation contributes, in itself, to a better Understanding within the family of Men.

But to me, the great, the most important meaning of this Nobel award is the solemn recognition that
the welfare of day’s children is inseparably linked with the peace of tomorrow’s world. The
sufferings and privations to which I have referred to do not ennoble: they frustrate and embitter. The
longer the world tolerates the S1OWwar of attrition which poverty and ignorance now wage against
8000 rnillionchildrenin the developing countries, the more likely it becomes that our hope forking
peace will be the ultimate casualty.

It is not just in tiose counties, of course, but in all countries, rich and poor aliie, that we, adults,
should constantly ask ourselves: is our society doing, or failing to do, all that is possible to equip our
children with the weapons for peace? When our children grow up, will drey have tminedandinformed
minds, liberated from the old prejudices and hatreds? WW they trust their own civilization? WI1l
they be prepared to trust and understand others? This is an area way beyond the mandate of our
Agency — but not beyond the probing of our own conscience, as individuals.

We of UNICEF accept the Nobel Prize for peace with humility, knowing how little we are able to
do and how immense arc dre needs. We accept it with gratitude towards the governments who are
the fountain-heads of oti financing, towards the specialized agencies of the United Nations thit

~ provide us witi”their advice, towards the national committees, the riixs-govemmentd organizations
and the very many individuals who give us invaluable suppom

The people and the government of Norway deseme ow special thanks — for Nomvay, in 1964, gave
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us the highest cortuibution percapitaofpoptdation of all ourcottoibuang governments. We arc proud
of your intem.st and your tnsst.

To alfof us in UNICEF the prize will be a wonderful incentive to greaterefforta, in the name of peace.
You have given us new strength. You have reinforced otsrprofound befief that+each time UNICEF
conrnbutes, however modestly, to giving oxlay’s children a chance to grow into useful and happier
citizens, it conrnbutes to removing some of the seeds of the world tension and future conflicts.

UNICEF as a Development Agency

Mav 1966 to the Executt“veBoar&

There are two main dtemes that charactcri~ our work the humanitarian — predominant in the
beginning and, of course, ever-prescn~ second, the development of human resources — a prcrcqui-
sitc to economic and s.c&I &velopmenL

I am giadto note that there appears to be trddngplwe a certain convergence betwcat UNICEF’s line
of activity and that of organizations concerned with economic development as such. Not so long ago,
this development was thought of almost exclusively in physical terms: the consuttction of roads,
dams, communication faciliaes, steel mifls, and the like. It was also assumed that the benefits of this
development wotd~ through some entily nati prccess, filter down to alf segments of the
population including children. MOrCrecently it has been appreciated that the fmt resource that must
be developed is the human resource - the child of today, dre adult of tomorrow- tomorrow’s doctors,
teachers, engineers, scientists, progrcssivefarrncra, administrators. ‘TMSprccess must start with the
child at his esrIiest stage of life if his true potential is ever to be.realized It is now also more widely
aPPrcciatcd that s~cties must nrakca much more deliberate effort to ensure that the benefits of
development are passed onto their children.

DevelopmenLasexpetience has shown,is acomplexprocessof tryirtgtodomany thirtgsatonce while
also establishing priorities in the useof scarce resources. These generalkies take on vitid sigrtiilcance
when one visits any rural village or explcding shanty-town. YOUall know well tie plight of children
in tm many of these areas, the grindittgpoverty in which they live, the terribIe perils they face in eariy
years fhmdisease or from inadequate orimproperfocd, theirslenderchances fora decent education
and preparation for life. But when this strange and exciting process we call development has taken
hold, surprising drings happen. Village girls arc trained as nurses or midwives and run a clinic for
their fellow villagers, children arc inoculated, the village gives its labor to dig a well of clean water,
the older youths build a proper school.themselves, teachers are upgraded and better adapted curricula
initiated in tie schools, and so on. All of these activities reinforce one another, and more and more,
they arc being done in a given area and at the same rime. This is because the benefits from proper
feeding arc Iost if a child is continually infected widsp~sites from contarttinatcd water. And a sick
or hungry child can hardly learn, while a healthy one without a school is also wasting his life.
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ml “11973 to the Executive Bosr&

If we compare UNICEF$Srole and position tcday widt what it was three years, five years or many
more yeara ago, we see considerable growth —”usterms of income and expenditures, in the diversi~
and sophistication of the assistance it provi&s, in the direct and indirect influence it exerts in more
than a hundrcdcoumries toward maldngthe developing world a bertcrplace to live for the successive
generations of the very young. Our responsibilities have increased. I will venture to say that our
position within the great family of the United Nations haa acquired more weight — perhaps because
of that combination of down-t&earth, practical work both in long-term programmed and in
emergencies, with a great deal of thinking and serious sndies about the main problems facing the
children of today’s world. We in UNICEF have been convinced for a long time that “&velopment
is people” and that the child is its essential elemenL The trend of naaoid and multinational thinking
on development is going in that direction and sometimes .,1believe that .WCEF’S work md
persuasion played a’modest butt&ai part in encouraging the trend at all levels, tim big conferences
and cabinet meetings, down to the upgraded prima-y school and to the sr@lest rural health centrc.

Mflv 1977 to the Executive Boar&

I believe thaLas arcsuk of the majorchanges in pc.rspwtivercgarding the development process which
UNICEF itself has encouragc& UNICEFis now accepted as a real partner by the other organizations
in the United Nations system and more importantly, by governments. This stems not only bm our
steadfast advocacy of the cause of children, but also, quite simply, from UNICEF’s ability to deliver
the kind of assistance that governments need and watrL And, generally speakhrg, the assistance is
delivered with reasonable speed

programme Matters

planning for Children in National Development and the “Country Programming
Approach”

Mav 196610 the Executive Board~.

Oti rolein the,tield of development pl~ningis not to duplicate the ‘workof others nor.to adv~.ate
*
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separate sectors for children. It is rather to focus attention on the important places of children and
youth in development efforts, to encourage countries to rake fuller account of them in their national
development plans and, this done, to make sure UNICEF’S own assistance is in line with and gives
full support to the prioriaes established in these plans.

Where counties have development plans or programmed (and most of the countries UNICEF is
helping do), the hope is through national examination of problems of children and youth, to attain

. more attention of policy makers to children and youth as fumre human resotrrce$
— more national funds for children and youth, used more efficiently,
— a better framework and clearer priorities for the use of UNICEF assistanc~
. encouragement of more bilateral aid to go to children’s and youth problems.

We want concenuarion widtin each country. Different counrnes may desire concentration on
different priorities. The priorities of each country must of course remain paramount. I believe the
planrringeffort will help us tododtis. The “irrtegrated’’projecrs mayalsoshow us how to take account
of many aspects of children’s needs within a single comprehensive projecL

On the forward p!anning level, the fmt easkof UNICEFin dredevelopingcountries, is to keep raising
the question of children and youdr in relation to their development programmed, and helping with
a systematic analysis of rhk problem

Nowadays, stress is being put on the need for development programmed to be comprehensive. AS
part of a comprehensive development progxarnrne within acounrry, there should be a national policy
for children and youth. This policy will normally be carried out through the Minisrnes of Health,
Education, Social Welfare, Agriculture, LabOur, etc. But by means of a coherent policy, the
investment becomes much more effective tlran in a series of separate actions. For example, the type
of service needs to be adapted to the different areas of the counoy — development areas, traditional
rural areas, or shanty-towns — and each type of community should participate in and contribute as
much as possible todifferent ses+ces that will benefit their chikimn. Moreover, the different services
have to work closely together, trecausemanyofrfse mea. scannotsupporrfinancially, at the early stages
of their development, a series of fully developed separate services.

December 1968 to [he Third COremittee of the General Assemblv~

.What UNI~F is seeking to do is to combine the primarjly humanitarian task of protecting children
from,rhediseases, hazards and han~caps to which they are vuhterable,,with the broader development
tasks of preparing a new generation which will be able to cope in a creative way wirh the complex
demands of a developing society. Programrnes to protect and preparc children and youth if they are
an integral part of development planning, will both cono-ibute to, and benefit by, national
development.
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There is beginning to be an understanding of this in a number of counties. This has been encour-~
aged by the conferences, workshops, studies and mining grants which UNICEF, in co-operation wirh
the other agencies itstie United Nations family, has helped supporrin the paat several years. Further
rxfucaaonal efforts along these lines are sdil required. At the same time we are entering a new stage
of action at the country level — that of helping government mirtisrnes and departments irstegmte
prngrarttmes for children and youth into naaonaf development efforts, and making rhe most effective
use of UNICEF and other aid within that context. This approach is still only at its beginning stages,
and a great deal more effort is required before its results become apparent in a substantial way.

March 1971 to the Executtve Board~

UNICEF aid, in its fmt phase, had naturally been conceived of in a rather short-term perspective.
In the second phase, after 1950, projects were increasingly related to iong-term needs, but they still
remained relatively isolated endeavoura, except for the irnpcu-rantmass dkease cormol programmed.
1ssa third phase of @iiCEF evolution, during the Sixties, the concept of aid to children as a pm of
national development was @uallymcogrtized. This new ~pproachwas based mainlyon the premise
that projects benefiting children would be more effective if they took into greater account the
interrelation between health, nutrition, education, community development and social welfare
services and also the interrelation between these and other aspects of national policy. It was
influenced also by a global survey of children’s needs undertaken at the request of dre Board by
UNICEF’S fist Executive Director, Maurice Pate, which revealed that many developing counrnes
placed a high priority on some children’s needs not then eligible for UNICEF aid. In 1961, the
Executive Board decided that UNICEF should be more flexible in its approach to children’s
problems. It alsodecided that it would be betrerifeachGovernrnent fmt determined its own priorities
and so-arcgiesfor meeting tie needs of its children, with UNICEF aid being provided for situations

at?=d to be the most important and ripe for action in that particular coutruy, whether or not they fell
within a field previously helped by the Fund.

It was also agreed that UNICEF-sidcdprojecrs should reflect acomprchensive view of the child, both
in terms of his vulnerability to hazards and hardships, and as a future agent for economic and social
change. The projects should form artintegral part of the country’s over-all development effort, both
contributing to this effort and enabling the young to benefit from it. Wherever possible, projects
should be within the l%mework of a systematic national policy for children and youth. Prograrnrnes.
should be desigs@ to meet the specific needs of various groups of chikb-en, e.g. rhose in different
age ~ups, in mral ~as, peri-urban and shanty-towns, out~of-scho61children,. gtils, etc. Gover-
nmentfunds and rnachin.erywere, of course, essential, but they we= not enough; it was important that
the projects also mobilize other resources asrdrelease local community energy through educating
parents and stimulating action by community leaders, volunteers and non-governmental organiza-
tions.



The role of UNICEF has thus been much wider than the totaJ volume of its direct assistance may
suggest. By means of material assistance and, even more, through consultation, advice and exchange
of experience, UNICEF has fcmssed attention on the critical needs of children. It has stimulated
efforts by each developing country on behalf of its own children, and provided pmgramrne support
with a “multiplier” effec~ i.e. spurring action by orherelemenrs in social atrdeconomic development,
as well as leading to additional experience and more oained staff. This, UNICEF hoped, would
prepare the counny’s base forexpandmgthe areas of service to children both in qualiry and coverage
which, in mm, could stimulate further investments of substantial size from other sources.

This broadening of policy has come to be known as the “country approach”, with UNICEF-assisted
programmed benefiting childretr and adolescents as part of the mainstream of national development.
It was reaffirmed and smengtkened as a result of the Board discussion during its 1967 session of the
report on “UNICEF Assistance Policies”. llre guiding principles of rhe policy were aiso clarified
at the round-cable conference at Bellagio in April 1964, followed byregional conferences in Santiago
(1965) and Bangkok (1966), by conferences and seminars of groups of countries in Addis Ababa
(1966) and Beirut (1970), md by a series of other mmferwtces and seminars at national levels.

In the nature of things, within each courmy, the responsibility for determining priorities, taking new
initiatives and integrating different aspects of development with one another rested with the
Government, but there was also much that UNICEF could do to assist and stimulate, in.co-operahon..
with ocher members of the United Nations development system and with the national Governments.
This approach has helped UNICEF to deploy its limited resources in a flexible manner, in keeping
with the plans and requirements of each country.

Semember 1979 to the Conference of the Inter-Parliamentary Union. Caracas. Venezuela.”

We in UNICEF are deeply convinced that anever-present concern forchildren— which really means
a concern for the future of the world— should be kept alive at ail levels of a given society: executive
bramch, parliament, provincial and local authorities, voluntary groups and, last but not least, the
smallest and most remote villages or urban communities.

Speaking fromourUNXCEF experience, we feel, forexampIe, that practicaliyevery national rninisny
of government has a share of responsibility for policies affecting children directfy or indirectly. The
roles of health, education and sccial welfare ministries are self.eviden~ agriculture has a crucial part
to play — in countries where malnurntion prevails — in the promotion of crops with the best
nutririond value, and the encouragement of family food production. Less conm-tonlyrecognized are
dre vital roles of the ministry of justice (with respect to legal protection and the rights of the child)
arrd of the ministry in charge of regional and local adminismttion — usually the minisoy of the

.
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interior. At the level of general @icy direction and leadership, the responsibility of rrdnisrnes of

~ planning, finance and, above all, the presidency, is once again evidenL

But the role of the executive branch of Govemmertts is only part of the picmre — and Governments
cassonly function effectively if parliaments and the people of the country support their prograrnmes.

Strategy for UNICEF Programme Cooperation

December 1968 to the Third Committee of the General Assemblyw

We believe it n~essary to take a comfibensive view of children’s problems &d focus attention on
the childas a whole - as a complete ,humanbeing. The child’s needs should not .be compartmen-
talized according to the concerns of one minisoy or another, one agency or another, or of this or that
prOJCCLEach government ministry — health, education, agriculture, social welfare, community
development, labour — should not ordy give serious attention in its own work to what can be done
forchildmn, but, in addition, should have close links with other government minisuies in which joint
or complementary progmmmes cart be developed. The purpose of dris “intersectorti approach is
not just to avoid dispersion of action, botdenecks and gaps — essential as that is. This approach has
an additional value: that of uniting together k.nowldge and skills from different professions and
disciplines, and providing semices which are mutually reinforcing. Jntcgmrion of health, nutrition,
education and welfme.services may well be the only approach that cart be afforded in a number of
counrnes, particularly for the rural areas. Experience has shown that programmed focused on the
child constitute a good basis for achieving this integmtion.

Some stages of a child’s growth tend to receive more attention than orhers, reflecting in part where
the responsibilities of particular government minisrnes ordepartroertrs begin and end. For example,
more is usually done for children at both infancy and school age than at the pre-school age or at the
age of school leaving. In planning for children it is necessary to balance what is done for children
at every growth stage, from birth to adolescence without neglecting any stage because the progress
made in one stage Cm be undone by neglect in mother — as, unfortunately, is now very often the
case.

It is equally important to recogni~ that the prioriryneeds of children in the various social and
economic and geogaphic sectors of a country often differ. In most countries there are specially
disadvantaged groups of children who maybe totally by-passed as the nation progresses, or whose.
problems are aggmvated by rapid swial change. To remedy this it is necessary to devise goals and
“pro-es-tailored to the,specific needs of the differirrggroups as, foreiainple, ii agricultural ~eas
in the context of rural development progrties, indusuial areas, shanty-towns, and so on. Of
considerable importance is the need to pay special attention to girls whose understanding and co-
operation as future mothers will beessential ifchildren are to be reached, and families enabled toadapt
to changed social conditions.
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Policy makers in developing countries work under severe limitations: lack of money, lack of trained
people, lack of administrative structure and a lack of suitable models. BULat the same drne, there
is ample experience to show that progress can be accelerated if available human and material
resources arc used more effectively. Government funds and government machinery alone arc
not enough, and that is why UNICEF is interested in projects which include not only a serious
commitment by the cetrmal government but, which, in addition, motivate and educate families,
community leaders, and volunteers and which also involve provincial and local governments to the
greatest extent feasible.

&totherwayof acceleraringprogress is to find lwrcrmethods forrcachinglarge numbers of chiMren.
Developing countries cannot afford to wait several generations to achieve significant coverage in
their programtnes. This, unfortunately, will be the case if the countries, with the liitcd resources
they can make available for social development stick to the more uadirional approaches, often based
upon models from counties with a high per cauitq income and lower percentages of children in the
population. What is needed is greater flexibility, ingenuity, and exploration of unconventional
methods. UNICEF is prepared to aid counties with pilot projects and innovative approaches which,
if successful, will considerably wi&n the areas of service to chikiswr.

A crucial element in any counhy’s efforts in behalf ofirs childrenis a mined staff. It is forrhis reason
that uainisrg represents a high priority in UNICEF aid. UNICEF has followed the policy of
concentrarin~ its aid for hainirrg on schemes set up within the developing countries themselves.
UNICEF training aid has been for all levels of work — planning, directing, teaching, professional,
supervisory and auxiliary — but the greatest emphasis has been on middle-level and auxiliary staff.

UNICEF’s potenrialirrfluence cannot be measured solely in terrnaof numbers, wherherit be numbers
of beneficiaries reached, or health centres established or trained persons. There are orher factors —
less tarrgibIe — which I believe am of great importance in the long mn. These have to do with

UNICEF’S emphasis on the inrersectoral as well as the sectoral approach, on quality as well as
quantity, andon the comprehensive view of the child in the context of his family and community asrd
his future role as an active participant in a developing society. They have to do with the role of
UNICEF as that of a catalyst— focusing attention on children’s needs encouraging and stimulating
effoms by the counrries in behalf of their children; providing aid that has a “multiplier effect”, that
is, leading to additional experience, better staff and improved quality of setvices upon which
counrnes can expand the scope and geogmphic coverage of services. They have to do with helping
to change social and parental attitudes, with the opening up of young minds, and with the release of
community energy.
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&xil 1971 othet Executive Bomd~

Trying to extend services to the mass of the people will naturally sharpen problems of implementat-
ion. The services benefiang children arc very much local services. More generafly, the mass of the
population of all ages can be reached only through lCCSIoperational levels of govemmerw itslarge
counties, this can be a very long way from the top. You have a federal government, a state
govermoent, a dishict or provincial administration, and usually a still smaller level of local
government. The services of concern to UNfCEF can be provided effectively only if that last level
is wefl informed, committed, and received the necessary support. This fact may have some bearing
on the form of UNICEF liaison with the counties with which we arc cooperating.

IISmy opinion, the evolution of UNICEF’s relations with the developing countries ~ be ftier
affected by the following

1. While our traditional types of materiaf aid will coutinue, our assistance will have to be
increasimgiyof a preparatory and catalytic nature, leading to a much larger investment of
narionai resources — supplemented, we hope, with increased resources from the intern-
ationalcommunity.

2. UNICEF and other members of the United Nations family should communicate more and
. more with regional and national research institutions, which should eventually assume the

main share of the development of new patterns of service and of training.

3. UNICEF will be asked to give more non-supply assistance, especially for the training of
auxiliary personnel.

4. Counties arc increasingly interested in assistance to set up local production of equipment
which they require for services benefiting children, in order to establish a basis for their
future extension. This is a worthy objective, but it carries its own dangers: if the costs of
local production am too high, the expansion of services will be resrncte~ if quality is not
gocd, development is impeded.

We know &om experience that, in the long run, the increases of social services depends to a large
extent on an increase in over-all national production. The greatest obsritcle to maintaining long-terns
setvices benefiting children sssdto getting paramount results from projects assisted by UNICEF, has
been the local recurring costs. Projects, therefore, ~ most soundly based when they are linked with
@ated. productiori in [he Couriay. One conclusion is, that we must o-yto design projects in a fortp
that can ,make greater use of local suppom

It is quite possible to have an increase in production and in GNP, without any improvement in the
welfsre and condition of children in large sections of the population, M~y countries arc now
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concerned about a growing gap between rheir modem sector in certain favoured regions, and orher .,,
regions that are standing still. To avoid or remedy such situations more requests am likely to come
to UNICEF to help children’s sen’ices in backward areas. But this does not necessarily happen. The
practice has beerr for so long to wait for the central government to provide services from its funda,
that it is difficult tochattge. Of course, with arisingGNP, the central government should budget more
for services benefiting children everywhere, but, without local support, it will always be difficult to
obtain a wide coverage of effective services.

Amil 1972 to the Execuh“veBoar~~

UNICEF should continue its tradition of readiness to adjust and refine its long-term assistance
policies and programmed in the light of new experiences. I “tiink that we have made considerable
progress along drese lines during the past year. At the risk of over-sirnptilcaaon, it seems to me that
there are fourmairt stages itsUNICEF assistance. The first is the broad field of helping governments
evolve coherent policies for services benefiting chiltin; the second irtvolves the constant exploration
of ways to maximize avaiiable resources, both internal and extema~ the third is the prrsgramme itself
of material and financial cooperatio~ and the fourth, the continued effort at better prugramme
implementation. UNICEF staff and funds have a role in all four.

Regarding policies for children, rfie~ !!ss been a gmti.ng,~xarerress over fdre.p.zstfowrm five yeax,
of how essential prograrnmes benefiting children are in the total development process, and of the
importance of integrating them in development plans. UNICEF is by no means responsible alone
for this progress, but it can rake a certain share of credit we did initiate, over the years, a series of
conferences and country studies to break the ground.

The next basic question concerns resources mobilization: HOWcan sufficient resources be mobilized
to do enough, and in time, for children in need? The subject is of infinite scope but we can at least
promote some ideaa on better utilizahon of existing human and material resources. For example, we
are convinced that much more effective use can be made of what are usually called “auxiliary
personnel”. The kind of health services, of basic education, of child nurntion rlrat developing
countries urgently need, can and must, by necessity, be provided without the elabotate infrasnmcture
of staff and facilities typical of rhe indusrnalize.d counties. Great progress can be made with people
well trained, but at less than expert professional level.

What is needed is imaginative and dedicated leadership to involve the young, as well as adults, in a
variety of community services. This need not necessarily require Iafge amounts of money. Much
cm”be accomplished ivitha minimum of investment. Besides, prograsnrhes need not await direction
from the top. Desperately needed sewices can also be built from the bottom, provided thzt local
leadership demonstrates their importance to the community, and the way of achieving them.

Regarding programmed, I strongly believe that we should give increased attention to basic services
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for children in neglected areas — dte rural areas, the slums and shanty towns and, more generally,
the least developcdcounrnes. Even this field is much MOvast forourlinritedresources, so it is further
recommended that UNICEF should assist in the testing of methcds, or patterns of service, that show
possibilities for multiplication on a wide scale.

Criteria for Assistance

Aon 1970 to the Execun“1 “veBoti~

Martyfactors must be weighed in the search for equity and justice in the application of the limited
resources available for assistance — and these may vary from case to case.

In essence, we are pmposittg that UNICE.FS representatives should continue to use “orders of
msgnimde” in discuss~g with counties the amounts of aid they can reasonably expect during a
planning period. In sernng these orders of magnitude, I feel there should not be single figures, but
rather a range of say 25 percent for each counoy as in the past. . ... . . . .. . .‘1’h-k-.-;. r.-~~tic~ ~nteria should

be child uouulti. However, for counrnes with Ssnational omduct per inhabitant below $80,
the order of magnimde would according to these pmpossls be about three times more per child than
the average level of UNICEF’s allocations per child in the counties with a GNP per capita above
$80 and below $4C0. The range of $80-400 is a medium range. Counties with a GNP per.inhabimrtt
of $400-$ 1,OCCIshould continue to be able to receive policy and adminisuaave assistance as well as
limited material assistance, especially selated to the backward areas, or for pilot projects of broad
interest. However, total support to projects in this last category of counties WOUILin principle, not
increase.

In practice, there would not be ashsrp distinction among these three categories of counties but rather
a sliding scale, especially for counties in the lower range of the middle category, that is from $80
to $400. Other factors which would influence the actual order of magnitude of assistance to any one
cousmy would include: the inhinsic value of the pmjec~ its pilot or demonsuational quality the
efficiency in the use of assistance; the size and geography of the country, the availability of other
sources of multilateral or bilateral aid, and the like.

Mav 1978 to the Executive Board~

“‘‘Our prcsentguidelines for the use of general resources are that, on the basis of child population,
UNICEF should assist programmed in least developed counoies (what we refer to m Group I
counties) with roughly three times the average value of those assisted in the middle-range of
development — referred to in our documents as Group II counties. We we currently implementi-
ng this guideline. In fact, when one adds to pmgrarnrnes financed from general resources the
additional funds contributed for the financing of noted projects, we are actually providing to
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prograrnmes in the least-developed countries some fi times as much per child inhabitarrt as we do
to progrartrmes in the middle-range countries. To my mind, this is a very creditable achievement.
I do not suggest any change in the current guidelines but I do propose that, in the future, we widen
the concept of “leastdevelopcd counties”. We could move in this direction by increasing to some
extent ottrirsput to programmed in counties at the lower end of the range, in terms of GNPpercapita.
among the Group II countries.

Coordination with Other Agencies in the United Nations System

Mav 1966 (Othn Exectm“veBoard~

Coordination has, in fact, two aspects: negative in dse sense of avoiding overlapping, and positive
in the sense of dcliberarcly concerted action among the agencies concerned to achieve the greatest
impact on and contribution to a country’s deveIopmenL The former seems to have been largely
achiev~ the latter is a condnuing challenge. I consider coordination at the country level to be
essential to the effective carrying out of assistance prograrnrnes whether they be bilateral or
multilateral, and whether they involve supplies or technical advice. I hope andmrst that the members
of the United Nations family will continue to work closer together in order to ensure adequate
planning and coordination. But the United Nations agencies can be truly effective in this effort only
if there is a corresponding coordination within governments themselves.

Niav 1969 to the Executive Board~

We in UNICEF Meparticipating as filly as wecanin the whole process of inter-agency co-ordination
which, as you know, is rightly receiving increasing attention throughout the United Nations system
of organizations. Naturally, we concenuate our co-operative effort on matters that are of direct
interest to UNICEF and tochildren. Ouressenaal objectives arc to avoid overlapping and duplication
and, on the positive side, to participate vigorously in the effort made by the whole United Nations
system to solve some of the complex problems of social and economic development. We are
endeavoring to play our full part in it, without, of course, losing our identity as an agency focused
on assistance to children, W]th regards toour method of cooperation, there appears to be appreciation
in the Economic and Social Council and other bcdies of the principles of ccordinahon built into

UNICEF’S style of work.

The Basic Services Approach

Auril 1971 to the Executive Board~
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Many different reasons and interests converge to promote the extension of basic services for the mass
of the people —or, as it concerns UNICEF, the mass of the children— and this irresistible movement
has a number of consequences.

“‘ For various historical rc=ons, the existing setices in the developing counties have been modelled,
to a large extent, on the pattern of the industrialized counties. To reach the mass of tAepeople, these
sesvices must now be better adapted to the conditions acnxdly prevailing in the developing counties.
For example, many extended services will have to be manned by people who arc willing to continue
living inmrai areas, and this means, in practice, using asubstmttial propornon of atsxiliarypersonnel.
The working out of new patterns of service thus poses an intellectual challenge to the developing
countries. We of the United Nations family also have a conrnburion to make in thk field.

One paramount consideration in our thinking should be a constant and bold projection of future
requirements: all the service we arc assisting should be looked into from the perspective of their
growth. What is, for example, the best way to move from mdimentary service to fuller services as
the counties’ resources develop? This may sound vety simple, but it is not. In fact, professional
experts in developing countries, and also in our own agencies, have often tended to look at such
problems from the point of view of some fixed and static standard of service — a standard that may
be ideal, but is often unattainable at present. We must all learn to work with movement, expansion
and perpetual change.

.“. , . . . ...<.. .,. ,

Trying to extend services to’them~s of the-people will naturally sharpen problems of irnplementa-
rion. The services benefiting children arc ve~ much local semices. More.generally, dre mass of the
population of all ages can be reached only through local operational levels of government in large
counrnes. This can be a vesy long way from the top. YOUhave a fcderaI government, a state
govemrnent, a tfisrnct or provincial adminisuation, and usually a still smaller level of hxal
government. The services of concern to UNICEF can be provided effectively only if that last level
is well informed, committed, and receives the necessary support. This fact may have some bearing
on the form of UNICEF liaison with the countries with which we are cooperating.

Mav 1974 to the Executive Board~

The problems affecting thechikb-cn of the developing cotkrnes can be approached fmm many angles
— adequate nutrition, health, suitable education, responsible parendmccl, the special problems of the
young child, the role of women and so on. We, in UNICEF, are active in all these fields. But from
whatever angle we view the situation today, one essential conclusion emerges, namely,rhe need of
these countries for vastly increased assistance to help them maintain, and then enlarge as rapidly a
possible, the basic semices reaching children. These semices can take different forms, depending
on the organizational structure of the counuy. They often consist of fairly modest, multipurpose
arrangements. To my mind, what is most important is that they be based at the village level and
involve a substanrid amount of participation by the villagers themselves, suitably mined. That is
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the only way such services can be expanded and maintained at costs that countries can afford on a
recurring basis. But they naturally also require appropriate suppon and supervision from higher
levels of government, up to and including the top.

UNICEFhas, of course, been advocating andsuppordng for marryyears these various forms of social
and human development “in depth”. Regrettably, the prevaiiitrg view among both developing and
major contributing counties, as reflected in allocations of tesources, has long been that such
activities, such improvements, axedesirable but not of the first priority. Now — to no surprise of
ours — they are revealed to be essential.

v 1Ho ember 976 to the Second Co-tee of the General AssembIyw

Our assistance reaches countries in depth, it goes to the right places and the right people. But to be
resdisac and candid, I must qualify that statement by saying that our assistance, and that of all orher
multi-laterai and bilateral carriers of ai~ have oniy reached, perforce, - of the tight pIaces, SQIIK
of the right people. So have the effonts of the governments tlremselves. Many developing counrnes,
with significant assistance from the international community, have made major investments in the
social infrastructure — dre construction of schools, hospitals, health certtres and the like. UNICEF,
in cooperation with the concerned technical organizations of the United Nations system, has
pardcipatedin rhisprocess, helping in the design of services artdin providing supplies andequipmem
as w-eilas ftmds for rraining. Much haa been accomplished, but it is nonetheless clear that results arc
insufficient, that a large propornon of development problems remain unsolved. Statistics on unmet
need alf give us the same message in the poorest countries, not enough people, not enough children
benefit from development.

The “basic semices” concept is not something new or untried; it is an approach based on the realities
of the problems confronting us all and on experiences already raking place. The main objective of
this concept is to find effective ways of reaching the children and the families presently unreached
and to provide them with essential services at initial costs that the national governments, helped by
the international community, can afford; and at recurring costs which the governments and local
communities will be able to bear on their own in the long run. The costs arc relatively modest and
well within capabilities.

The main distinguishing element in this approach — the new dimension — is the emphasis on the
involvement and active participation of the people of the communities; the use of responsible
volunteers or part-rime workers in providing a group .of se~ices essentiaJ to the well-being of
childrew,and rherconerttation of the national structure todirect and support this approach, using more
para-pmfessional workers. What we arc speaking about are services at the level of the villages or
the urban community in the fields of maternal and chifd health cme, safe water supply, waste disposal,
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better food production and nutrition, literacy and elementary education, along with simple measures
to lighten the daily tasks of women and girls and to support the improvement of their position.

There is no single, all-purpose model for providing basic services to the communities so far
untouched. The approach catsbe made to work in different political oreconornic settings and systems,
providedrherc is a collective will and determination to begin and get going. And the services do not
require building up new or cumbersome institutions. In most counties, the infrastructure already
exists to some degree: what must be added and made impontattt are the “antennae” — the local
individuals in each village or urban area usually on a volunteer or part-time baais.

In many countries, the existing government structure comprises a riaaonal or ministerial levek a
superfiaory leve~ and a network of government cadres and workers in direct contact with a limited
propordon of the population. The problem is not just to extend this infrastructure: it is, in a sense,
to begin building ~ other cI@ at the village end and in the city slums, and to mobilim the interest
and the creative spirit of the people whose daily lives should be made much easier by the services
to come.

Basic services should no~ by artymeans, be seen as second rate services: they should be seen as the
starting point from which, as economic progress takes place, more extensive and complete services
will be added. In fact, the services themselves, once crcate~ conrnbute to the development process:
dtey are labor-intensive, they rapidly improve living condiriort~ they initiate various steps in
development such as road-building, irrigation, kar,dimprovemen~ they bring in a simple technology
adapted to the village needs and capabilities; they give more responsibility to vmn?en. Most
importsm~basic services focus on’chMrcn. We all know that the f~t five ye~s of life arc the cruci~,””” ‘‘
formative years and that a chiid ticprivcd of f~ and of elementary health care may be hurt for Iiie,
if he or she survives childitc@ and never grows into a normal adu]L

Reflections from a field observation trip :(December 1971P

1have taken a gocdnumbcr of field tips forUNICEF in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. They were
all extrcmelyrewarding and they always tatsghtme something new about they way in which UNICEF
assistance worked or — in some instances — did ~ work well enough.

.

We often speak, inourrcporrs, of the’’catalytic’’role ofUNICEF. What we mean is that, even though
the total volume of our assistance to any given courmy is quite modest, our conrnbution in supplies,
in expertise and in money can make a difference between the successor failure of a project and can
also amact other invesmtertts to the same.tield of developmentrclated to children. But for this to
happen, there must be a confident and creative co-operation between our government and UNICEF
representatives; there must be exchanges of ideas and, on both sides, a willingness to experiment with
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the aim of adapting to the conditions prevailing in the area. In counties where the spirit of self-help
is apparent, I have seen the signs of this intelligent co-operation between our excellent staff and the
men and women in the country whose task it is to think in terms of development and progress. And
it warened my heart to hear government officials speak of UNICEF not as a distant, impersonal
international agency but as a trusted friend.

I have seen many examples of UNICEF participation in development projects, in the fields of
education, health, applied nutrition and still others. They were not all 100percent successful. How
cotddthey be? But what hasimprcssedmeis the deep interest with which officials, educators, medical
men and women, social workers, spoke of development problems in their region, and also their
appreciative comments on UNICEF cooperation with their country.

Fields of Cooperation

Child Health

:Primarv health care

The obvious reason why we, in UNICEF are so involved in the matter of primary heaitlr caxe is that
health care, quirably extended to all, is essential for the well-being of children and is the very basis
of development in almost any field. It therefore makes me happy that this Conference should bring
together not only delegates specitilzed in heafdt problems but alSOgovernment and orher represen-
tatives responsible for some of the diverse activities which, combined, make over-all development
possible.

In our co-operation with Governments, the health scetor accounts for more than half of our entire
prograrrrme expenditure. Over the past three decades, we have, for example, helped supply literally
hundreds of thousands of health centrcs with equipment and drugs, most of them in roral areas. We
have supptmed the training of over 1 million healrh workem. We are encouraging measures to,.
improve child nurnnon. In some 80 counties, we are providing equipment and materials for clean
water progmmrnes benefiting millions of village families. This work is, of course, multiplied many
times by the financial, technical and human efforrs of the Governments with which we co-operate
and by assistance from bilateral sources and from numerous international organizations.

In many sectors, much has been accomplished by countries in recent times. And yet, when we
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appraise the QYQ@!health situation in today’s developing world, the statistics could well lead us to
‘despair.

The developing countries have come to realize that the conventional approach inherited from
indusrnalized counrnes was hopelessly inappropriate when it came to meet, within a reasonable
period of rime, the health-care needa of their vast populations.

To my mind, one of the most significant events for the developing counties in recent yearn has been
the recognition by Governments and by most aid-providing organizations that simpler, more direct
and much more decentmhzed actions must be taken promptly to bring to those most in need the
essential health services they have never known so far. A reporrby WHO and UNICEF in 1974-1975
identiled some of the components of this alternative approach. But we were not discovering
mydrirr~ we were recognizing a necessisyapparent to many and which was already leading to new
patterns of services.

A number of countries have had experience with this approach and are.applying it either nationwide
or in some limited areas. They do so each in their own way, depending on their political systems,
their cuhuraf patterns, their social philosophy — and their financial resources.

We have a great deal to learn from them. It is, however, my conviction that, in spite of our different
backgrounds and beliefs, we can all agree on what it will rake in any country, under whatever regime,
to make nationwide prirmmyheafrh cam a redry.

. - . . . . . ... .

It will rake tirst adrasricrcordering of priorities and a change of attitudes at afl levels of Governments
and legislatures, beginning by the very top where the crucial poliacal decisions are made. It will take
the hairtitrg orrerrairring of many professionals used to concepts and routines no longer relevant. It
will take, of course, increased budgetary funds for the expansion of services supporting health, and
for ensuring their effective use. Thepmblemis notjust to extend the exisdnginfrastmcmre of health
services, generally very limited it is, in a sense, to begin building ?t the other end at the village end
and in the city slums and to mobilize, in the process, the interest and the creative spirit of the very
people whose health wilf be impmved and lives uansformed by the services to come.

No service can exist in isolation, and primaty health care can have only pardal success if it is not
supported by vigorous and concerted action from other branches of the government so’ucture. In
UNICJ3F’Swork for pm,rnoting simple,.basic services at the grass roots level, we arc acutely aware
of :he fact that development consists of interrelated efforts in many different fields. Almost every
development. activity can conoibute, directly or indirectly, to better health — but some of the
concerned rrdrtisoies too often omit a health component in dteir programrnes. Obvious examples of
necessary action are the promotion of betreragiculrure and of crops with good nutritional value,”with
‘special attention to family fcixl supply and to lbcal furd storage; the provision of safe water and:
improved sanitation; better housin~ the reduction of the workload of women in villages: elementary
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health education of children and adults drrough the schools, through direct cormnuniry action and the
mass media — and of course the promotion of responsible parenthod which should be integrated
into primary health care itself.

The problem we are dealing with is ~ insoluble. I have absolutely no doubt that, in any country
where the Government is determined to make and keep the necessary political commitments, it is now
feasible to improve drastically thehea.lthof irsenrirepopulation. Ifwe have the will, the goal of health
care for all could and should be reached before the end of this century.

March 1979 to the Execurr“ve Board~

Among dre various health activities rhatreceive UNICEF aid, a few deserve special mention because
they represent a trend or new technological developments.

—Expanded programme of immunization (EPI)

Well over 40developing counties are now committed toEPI and a rapid increase has been recorded
in requests for vaccines and for co-operation in country EPI programmed. Furthermore, WHO and
UNICEF have achieved the fust significant results in the development of cold-chain technology,
which still constitutes a main bordeneck in EPI.

A newly designed thermometer for the monitoring of the temperature of refrigerators has been
prrxiuced as well as assefficient vaccine carrier — a cold box built to WHO specifications. A top-
loadirtg refrigerator is alSObeing developed which will have greater reliability in areas with
fluctuating electric power.

-Control of diarrhoeal diseases

Diarrhoeal diseases are vety widespread and a rrrajorcause of infant and young child mortality. New
impetus now is being given to a long-term prograrnme of control in association widr WHO. Clean
water, sanitation and associated measures conrnbute to prevention. PHC provides a means for the
management of casey mothers learn how to use oral dehydration therapy to replace acute diarrhoeal
losses of fluiti A simple mixture of “oralrehydration salts” (ORS) isrequired. Since 1975,20rni11ion
packages have been provided and it is expected that requests to UNICEF will soon reach 10 million
packages per year. This, however, is a small amount in relation to the need. It is estimated that there
are over 340 million children under 5 who experience diarrhoeal diseases and to meet theirneeds,
several doses each year, or over 800 million packages of ORS are required. UNICEF is encourag-
ing local ORS production. Also, in this field UNICEF has complemented its material assistance widr
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—Essential drugs

As defined by WHO, “essertdal drugs” are medicines, including vaccines that are irrdi~ensable for
effective health can with different Iisr+being required at different levels of the system (e.g., d~rnct
hospital, health center, or “village pharmacy”). Assistance for national manufacture of essential
drugs as well as group purchasing has been requested by Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, Rwanda and
by a number of counties. To respond berterto future requests forassisrance in the supply of essential
drugs, UNICEF and WHO are developing a system of joint or co-ordirtated interventions.

-Commtmicable diseases control

Control of communicable diseases affecting children continues to require UNICEF aid. UNICEF
assistance itsthe supply of drugs for tuberculosis, trachoma and leprosy rqgisters a downward rrertd
dapsone resistance to dapsone therapy cases in leprosy has necessitated the provision of clofazisnisre
in a few counties.

Malaria is on a serious comeback in many counties with a consequent increase in requests for
arstimalarkd drugs which ranges between 30 and 50 per cent over previous years, and remains quite
small in relation to the need. Wkhin its current policy on malaria, UNICEF is also co-operating in
mining, provision of some labora~oryequipment and environmental measures.

UNICEF’S participation in communicable diseases control is not uniform in ail counties where
communicable diseases arc prevalent. llris may be due to lccal circumstances including the
perception of these health problems by the UNICEF staff or the decision of Governments to use
alternate sources of aid. On the other hand, these activities&c of utmost importance in public health
and will constitute a sizeable component of PHC.

In this perspective it will be necessary to more clearly define UNICEF priority and policies of
intervention in this field especially in the effort to unify these health activities under PHC. This is
particularly true in the case of malaria, which is — again — reported from quite a few counrnes as
one of the main killers of children.

:Water SurIDIv’and Sanitation

March 1979 to the Executive Bomdw

Water supply, of course, benefits the whole community. The justification for SUppOrtby UNICEF,
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is that young children arc pardcularly vulnerable to diarrhoca and orher diseases due to lack of
sanitation, which also conrnbute to child malnutrition. Thus, the provision of safe water is one of
the most effective and economical ways to help child health within the framework of primary health
cam.

Other benefits of sufficient water are also relevant to children’s well-being. An accessible water
supply is a great convenience; lessens the drudgery of mothers, makes possible rheiruse of more time
for orher activities and encourages self-help community efforts. Water supply and sanitation
facilities are often among the tirst tangible services that reach children and their families in marry
under@ivileged areas. Thus safe water has the potential of becoming a “leading edge”, following
which other services can be gmdually organized. In several of tJre larger counrnes, UNICEF’s
irtvolveswnthas been a significant element in the support of large-scale national efforts. In orher
countries ithas often led on to, or has been supplesrsemaryto, larger-scale inputs from bilateral and
other major sources of external funding.

Improvements in children’s health arc incompletely achieved wictsimprovements in water supply and
the disposal of waste water. Also involved are personal hygiene, appropriate disposal of excrera,
household cleanliness, ftxsd storage and handling, disposal of solid wastes (garbage) and the
environment around the house. UNICEF therefore aiso co-operates in environmental sanitation
measures, especially disposal of waste water and human waste (e.g., by provision of water- ‘~alparts
and dabs for lauines). T?teconvenience of appropriate environmental sanitation in terms of physical
improvement of the environment and the privacy gained especially for women, can be important
motivations for tie involvement of the pcopie. However, envlronmenti sanit.ziori has not yet
aroused sufficient support among most of the communities involved. TOencourage this support,
UNICEF co-operares in healrh and sanitation education, the orientation of community level workers,
and the diffusion of information through women’s organizations.

UNICEF’s co-operation has been limited to rural and pen-urban areas (where wells and latrines cart
be used) because UNICEF dces not have sufficient resources to co-opaate in the construction of
large-scale urban water supply or sanitation systems. Moreover, where water rates can be levied a
wa[er works scheme may be “bankable” and eligible for other sources of aid.

The use and transfer of appropriate technologies is encouraged for water supply and sanitation
schemes aapart of the pmmoaon of village-level technology connected with activities in otherrclated
fields, such as borne food conservation and measures for saving fuel.

UNICEF participates in the “Co-operative Action for the International Drinking Water and
Sanitaaon Decade” adopted at the Mar del Plata Conference, in 1977, with the global target of
bringing access to water and sanitation to everyone by the end of the decade. The global target
requires external co-operation on a far larger scale than can come from any onc source. Therefore,
UNICEFis ready to help counrnes programme forbilaterai aid, and undertake otherprepamtory steps
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.
for univemal coverage. UNICEF may also join with bilateral aid in a co-ordinated programrne.

-sible Parenthood and Familv Planning

W 1974 St~ared for the World Pou~on Conference.
~w

To my mind, the very foundation of responsible parenthood is that parents should believe in the
probability for each of their children to grow up to a good adult fife. Experience seems to indicate
thaL when parents have a reasonable certainty that the children they want will survive as healthy
individuals, rftey will be strongly motivated to limit the total number of their children.

Why is it tha~ even in some countries which have national policies for population control and have
conductedfsmtily plamting campaigns formarty years, results are still so very farfromeven beginning
to be noticed? There are many answers to this, for we are dealing with an extremely dltllcuh and
complex task which involved reaching, educating and motivating endre generations. But even
though I am not a population expert, I shall venture to give you my own opinion. I strongly believe
that one of the reasons v,by, in many cases, family planning programmed have only a very limited
impact, is that they have been developed in isolation and are not finked tightfy enough with other
sccial and medical services of primary importance to the population concerned It is my deep
conviction that a naaonai family planning pmgmmme, to be accepted ad to be successful, must W“-
placed within the context of a whole range of activities tim~ at improving the health, nurntion and
well-being of children already in the ftiiy ss well ss the he~tb, the status and the educational level
of women. If the whole life prospect of children and their parents can be shown to be improving,
the chances for success of family planning progarrmres will be greatly advanced. In other words,
the two activities — improvement of basic services for the family and promotion of family planning
— should be mutually supporting, as they cart very well be made to be.

I would fike to suggest five bread areas of activities for more vigorous and effective expansion by
concerned counties.

(a) Extension of maternal and child heafth c% is a natural channel for providing much-needed
basic services to rural and urban populations — while providing at the same time, and
preferably in the same place, advice andinfonnation in support of responsible parenthood. As
many of you know, the“World Population Plan of Action” draws attention to this concept. Yet,
despiR considerable natio@ andintem,ational efforts, most developing cotguries have not Yet
adopted. organi@onal sowctures, within their means, for the extension into rural areas and
slums and shanty towns of even simple maternal and child health services going beyond
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(b)

c)

(d)

immunization and clean water supply.

It is widely accepted that the status accorded to women in their societies is an influential factor
in responsible parenthcmd. Givinu W- literacy is one of the ways open to society to raise
this status. In my opinion, the largest gap, at the present time, in most population programmed
is the Iackof attention given to the education of women— and by this I primarily mean literacy,
work skills and knowledge about health, nutrition and child care. The only developing
counrnes where family pkmning progmmmes have, in fact, substantially reduced the birth rate
we countries with a high rate of female literacy. Women and girls need special help to catch
up. Whereas literacy and education should of course, be made available to both parents, it
should also embrace the adolescents who will soon be parents.

Mafnutirion among endre segments of populations is one of the important reasons of the
fatalism felt by many parents who have little faith in the survival of all their children into
adulthood. But MCimmurement of maternal arsdchild nurnnoq is proving to be exmmeiy
difficult. As we know, infant nurntion could be much improved by arresting the decline in
breast-feeding — but little is being done to rake positive steps in that direction. On the other
hand, a great deal could be accomplished to avert serious malnutrition by encouraging families
and communities to grow more focdstuff, including vegetable sources of protein, and using
land not in competition with the main cereal irops.

De mcnmon Qf_&an
. . water for drinking and household use, from tube wells or simple

captation systems, is m effective meaiis for rcxhciisg children’s dianhced diseases as well as
for lightening women’s work. It is now being extended in many Asian, African and Latin
American counties, but so far, it reaches ordy some 15percent of the rural child population,
and some 30 per cent of the urban. Aside from their inherent benefits, one of the attractions
of such measures is that communities are willing to conrnbute to obtain convenient sources of
water supply, and this type of community sewice could therefore be vastly extended in odrer
areas. Along with immunizations, clean water powerfully cosmibutes to the reduction of child
mortality.

(e) The immunization of children against many communicable diseases is a well tied policy, but
there are large regions as yet uncovered: for example, there are now newer vaccines to lx
widely applied against measles, a disease which contributes to a high mortality rate in many
developing counties. Immunization would usually be within the financial means of
developing counties, with some ou~ide assistance.

There is one pardcularlyencouraging aspect about the above five activities — they can be performed
by simply trained people widiout large imports of extemd”equiprnent, without excessive use of
energy and”without a heavy load on the environment. In effect, we could say that the population has
within its own resources the means to solve part of the population problem, provided these resources
are truly mobilized to this end.
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One corollary to this observation is that external aid should include provision to help meet local
persomel costs. We in UNICEF have found that assistance with local costs of uaining — and
somedrrses,with rherecurringcosrs ofpcrsomel-proves sobe one of the most effective and efficient
forms of exsernal aid that can be given over a period of years.

In drawing the attention of this Conference to these five broad areaa, I am exprcssirig not only my
personaI view, but also the view endorsed by the Executive Board of UNICI+ namely, that family
planning should notbc approached as aseparatc activity orasepamtcprogramme, but as a component
of broad services helping children and their families.

If it is widely accepted that afarsightcdpolicy forresponsible parerrthocd should include, as essential
components, improving the healrh and nuhition of children and raising the sratus of women, then
considerable changes will have to be made in riteemphasis of present family planning programmed
and in the use of external aid. At presenL more external aid goes for the delivery of family planning
services, in the narrow sense, than for the supporting social components of rnascmal and child healrh
and nuuition, and women’s education. The propordons would need to be reversed for the social
components to be effectively promoted — and this should be done ~ through less aid for family
planning, but through IIWIQaid to dre basic social semices.

. . .. . .... ,,. ., ..., . . . . . . .. ... .. . .
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Child Nutrition

Mav 1974 to the Exec trtive Board~

llte fed situation in developing counties adversely affected by present trends is particularly
alarrrdng. We start from a situation of great scarcity in some areas ancLworld-wide, from a less than
adequate supply position causing the world as a whole to live, in effec~ from one harvest to another.
Now, with costs of food production, and notably of fertilizer, rising sharply, there is the serious threat
of atr increasing number of recognized famines and, more generally, of a widespread deterioraaon
of nurntion among young children of lower income famifies.

UNICEF, of course; cannot deal directly with dte global, gigantic problem of food availabili~, but
there are a number of actions that we can and should take to prevent malnutrition among young
children before it occurs, and to help alleviate it when and where it dms occur. Naturally, such actions
are not for UNICEF alone: drey should engage the attention of all concerned individuals arrd
organizations, and should be efficiently co-ordinated. But we snoula not waiq we must begirt now
to irrtens~ ourefforrs irrptactical fields with which we are familisrarrd in which we have experience.
Here are a few examples: Governments need, more than ever, additional help in developing nurntion
policies, stardng with simple systems of monitoring the fwd situation in various parts of their
countries as it affects she populaaon, especially children. They need heip in encouraging the loc~
production of focal legumes which am such an important source of protein. They need village-level
production and storage facilities to prevent the loss and deterioration of household food between
harvests. They need help in mea.sws to educate parents and other influential members of the village
communities families need to learn how to feed their chifdren with foods that are in fact available
or C* be grown locally. In many areas, there will also be a need for expansion of specific
supplementary feeding prograsrrmes. Last but not least the question of the relationship of national
focal requirements to the size of a coumry’s population brings in the whole subject of family
planning.

Aumst 1978 tothe Ilth International Conzress on Nutrition,
Rio de Janeiro. Brazilw

Children are themostvuhrerable of all victims of nutritional problems: hunger, mahruoition or under-
ntmiaon in the younger years of life can have tragic ~d often irreversible effects on a child’s
development, even if he or she survives these deprivaaons to reach adulthood. The world is moused
when a catastrophic event such as a narurrd or man-made disaster — a flood, a drought, a war —
creates acute food shortages and hunger. Within its limited resources, UNICEF has rned to be of help
in such emergencies. But our major concern is to deal widr what I have often called the “quiet
emergency” — a situation which persists from year to year without making headlines: in the poorest
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segments of many societies, whole generations of children grow up without enough focalor without
the kind of feed they should eaL There are no simple answers to this dreadful problem and action
must come tlom many sides.

For our part, we k UI)IICEFhave for many years encouraged the development of national food and
nutrition policie$ we have promoted vigorously the idea of efforts at the community level and
provided supplies and advice for what is called “applied nurntion prograrnrnes”; we have supported
training of government nutrition personnel, particularly those worldng at the grass-roots and village
level, and we assist broader educational efforts aimed at the people in the communities, particularly
women and girls. In circumstances of particular hardship, we have also, from time to rime, supported
and helped to supply supplementary feeding programrnes for children.

We do what we can, but we would of course like to do much rtmtv, always working closely wids
idvidtd govemmertti snd particularly trytig to support dteir efforts at the community level. I
believe tha~ in matters related to children, UNICEF’Smle as an advocate has proved to be @WtiUtL
We have to m.cognize thaL on the subject of nutrition, there is still a certain lack of understanding
regarding the problem and its solutions. There is even, in some cases, a lack of interest, a lack of
commitment. Routine habits src dlfflcuh to change — ma this can be true at various levels of
g-wemment and in the concerned communities themselves.

I would like now to draw attention to some points which, I believe, cart guide us in the actions that
we can take in ourrcspecave fields of work. At dsepresent time, it is estimated that some 15.5million ‘”
young children die each year between birds and the age of 5. Some 15 million of these deaths arc
in the less developed regions. It is now widely accepted that malnutrition and the related diarrhoeal
and rrxpiratory diseases area major cause of these &aths.

This situation is all the more unacceptable because dre technical possibilities for preventing severe
malnutrition in the deprived areas are readily available. Although dseworld is not at present suffering
fmm a critical shortage of global food stccks, the number of hungry people has in fact increased in
the years since the World FcdConferencein 1974. This has occtmre~ for example, where phutning
policy has allowed food production to lag behind population growth; or this production to be
promoted forexporrto dredcoiment of Iocd supplies. It has also occumedin some of dre low-income
counties that have been most severely affected by world economic cbartges during recent years; in
low-income groups affected by inflatiom and in areas of food deficit due to drought orotherdisasters.

I would like to recall some of the main conclusions which I believe cart be gathered from events of
recent years and from observations in the field. A first point on which we probably all agree, is that
mahsutriaon is closely related to pove~, ignortice, ill-health, and “lackof political power in the
g+oupSat risk. It follows that ‘mahturntion cast be reduced through development and anti-poverty
initiatives and, in the long run, by the implementation of measures advocated in the fmmework of
the New International Economic Order, for greater equality of access among counties to various
resources. Malnutrition would also be reduced by anti-poverty measures within each coun~, aimed
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at a berter access of the under-privileged to productive sesources and a less unequal disrnbution of
income. Because good nurnaon is important for the development of children and for the energy smd
productivity of the adults they will become, dealing with malnutrition should be a viral part of each
country’s development effott

It wotd~ however, be a“mistaketo go so far in this direction as to think that measures of production
and income redisuibution will be sufficient. Nor are such measures usually adopted on nutritional
grounds. The map of poverty and the map of malrsurntion certainly overlap, but they do not overlap
completely. Economists have told us that malnrmirion is unlikely todisappearin the course of normal

Per caui~ income growth.

Iamconvinccd, therefore, that policies specifically aimed at improving nutrition should bedeveloped
by each courroy at the national level. The formulation of such policies should include:

(a) a careful review of the unintended harmful nutritional effects of other development policies
or programmed, relating for example to the impoverishment of small cultivators, or the
marketing of foods of low nutritional value;

(b) making use to the full of the many possibilities of action existing in various sectors of
govemmen~ and

(c) specific interventions targeted toward impmvir.g ti$econdition of vuliicrabie groups.

his essential that a national nutrition policy should include ways to get positive action at the level
of the family, the corrrmtrnity and the local government. A number of counties where UNICEF and
WHO are co-operating in prugm.rrtmesare developing this approach, not only for direct measures to
impmve nutrition, but also for providing clean water supply, health care and other basic services. In
many cases, the community participates in the planning, the masragement, and even the furarrcingof
local services. These ses-rices arc given by local workers wish the support and guidance of
professional arrdauxiliary staff of the n@ristryconcemea, operating from dre nearest town or district
cerrrre. Such a pattern of orgwrizarion xespects the dignity of the community served, asrdprovides
more responsive services. h also enables semices to be progressively extended.

Anodrermeasure bringing positive results is.rheeducation of mothers and families about the feeding.
and care of infants and young children. The importance of breast-feeding should be emphasized, as
well as the essential addition of semi-solid foods after the age of 4-6 months.

So far I have spoken of some of the basic actions to icduce mahrurnaon that concern us all. I would
like to comment now on some of the more specialized initiatives which can be taken in the mariy
segments of society.

I begin with governments because much of the nurrition situation depends on policies and pmgram-
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rrresadopted by each country. Governments can take a variety of actions, some of which arc not even
very costly because they can use existing instrumenraMies. Obvious examples include rural
developmen~ the promotion of better agricrdmre and of crops with the best nutritional values, and
the encouragement of family food productiorv they sIso include protecting the income of small
cultivators, for example thmu@ the purchase of crops in advance by a government agency.

The inclusion of nutrition education in schools, and, in a suitable form, in the mass media is another
very rewarding use of exisdrrg services.

An essential measure related to nuuition is tJse&velopment of simple local health services. Primary
health care is a way to bring health and health-related nurntion services to the local level, with the
active participation of the community served.

Still otbertypes of action require specific inteswenaons, for example the enrichment of a food vehicle
to deal with nurnent deficiencies such as iron, or Vitamin A. Iodine deficiency is so easy to prevent
rhat it is a crime to let a single child be born mentally handicapped for that reason.

Since the spacing of children and the size of the family are closely related to the nurritionrd status of
bodr children rmd the mother, the encouragement of responsible parenthood is important. In
UNICEF’s experience, the provision of family planning semices should be closely linked with
maternal and child health care. Other important measures arc services to support the well-being and
developmeitof children, the advancemerit of the Wstusof tiornen,’artd the provision of iriforrriaaon’ ““.
through the media and educational channels.

Interventions are also necessary to help socially vulnerable goups, whether in rural or urban areas.
These interventions are complex to organize and tend to be. costly, but they become feasible if
established on a base of corrrmunity pardcipation.

I rum now to the very significant contribution that industry cart make in the nurnhon field. I am
thinking not so much of the sale of processed foods (which usually cannot reach fa down into the
lower income gToups), but of encouraging efficient home and Iccal focal prcducrion, storage and
conservation. The poorer a village is, the more it needs simple, low-cost technology. Agricultural
teds, seeds, fertilizers and pesticides should be made available at the local level and for the small
farmer, through reductions in drecosts of merchandising and packaging. -Household fuel for cooking
is another serious problem closely related to nutrition, and here again indusuy may be able to help.

UNICEF,in its field,work, co-operates.with nuoirion SDecialists of many countries. They have an
important rple to play in providing scientificadvice and gui&nce, assist with.utining and education.
activities, and exert great influence through advocacy.

An important part of the nutrition community is based in universities and institutes, which can be very
influential in advising governments. Keeping in mind that the great majority of the mahrourished
live in developing counties, I believe that the research and training done in tie nutrition field should
be focused more intensively on the problems of those countries, with a defibemte emphasis on
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applied, Opemuond ~d IOCSIproblems. It would also be of great value to improve the nurntion /

orientation of manyotherprofessionals in such fields as agriculture, education, health and economics.

v . .Non-Po~ental oroarnzan ons are conducdrtg a range of activities with great potential. Among
them, women’s movements are of particular importance, because in many counties women are
responsible not on]y for household storage, preparation, and use of focal,but also for the production,
and purchase, of family focal Extension services to reach women, and measures to reduce their
excessive workload with appropriate technology, are highly important. Other non-governmental
organizations are often o-ail-breakers for rallying the co-operation of the local community, with the
objective of reaching and assisang the neediest groups.

Turning now to the role of @mational aeenc QSi it seems that they are sometimes expected to
accomplish whatonlygovernmetrts can have the political power and responsibility todo. On the other
hand, the United Nations system~ give important support in the formulation of policy, in technical
advice, and by participation in the costs of launching new services. Several important ~ilate~ aid
agencies have shown their will to lend rheir support to this effort. This is most welcome, because
there is need for more technical and material support from the higher income counties.

8
At this stage in his~ory there. is no doubt that mankind COmOMJSdSrhe technical, economic and
financial resources to eliminate malnutrition from the face of the earth. In saying this I am not
suggesting that mairturntion can easily be cured by any simple direct action. Many irrterlcddng
a~lions wili have tcIbe taken, ranging tom bmic aspects of ccunomic and sociai development to
spectilc intemenaons addressed to immediate needs. But this complex attack on malnutrition can
only become successful if there exists a profound conviction among all concerned that the present
shameftd situation cart no longer be tolerated and that this problem must be solved. l%e conquest
of malmsrntion stands as one of the moral frontiers of our rime.

:Promotion of breast-feeding

ADIil 1978 to the Execu rive Boardw

Irsrcsponse toadecision taken bythe World Health Assembly in 1974,arcsearch/maining progmmrne
on breast-feeding and infant nuoirion has been developed by WHO in co-operation with the
International Children Cerrtre (ICC), Paris, and the Swedish IntemationaJ Development Authority
(smA).

The over-all objective of the prograrnme is to identify the main factors influencing the decline of
breast-feeding and to develop means of countering drese factors. In December 1977, WHO and
UNICEF held intersceretiatconsultahons on the WHO programme and its follow-up and steps have
been taken for UNICEF to collaborate with WHO in implementation.
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The next phase of the programme involves the development and disuibution of specific educational
messages and tools addressed to health workers, administrators and policy-makers, mothers and
mothers-to-be and the.public at large. UNICEF has agreed to support the programme at dte courmy
leve~ this wilf be an extension of work that some UNICEF field offices have already begun. Further
coniuluuions wilf take plice early in 1978 to define @ific areas for co-operation: ~CEF is
assisdng special programroes to promote breast-feeding and new approaches are being explored
through the use of information materials.

NO ember 19790 the Second Comv t mittee of the Generaf Assembiyw

A meedrtg held last month on infant and young child feeding was closely related to primary health
care. It was cafled imd’organized by the Director-General of WHO and the Ex&utive Director of
UNICEF, and took place in WHO headquarters. Representatives from invited Governments of both
developing and industrialized countries, United Nations agencies, manufacturers of infant formula,
non-governmental organizations and expert advisers came togetier to discuss how to encourage and
support breast-feeding and the timely inauduction of weaning foods into L.: die: cf “theinfant and
young child.

The protection asrdrevival of breast-feeding is very important for the health and development of the
some 3@ rrdlljoq,irtfants and oge-year;old children in the world.. The meeting brought out that this.. .
requires support by the nation and community, and pantictdariy arrangements for working womem
by the health sector and health professions by women’s organizations; and by the media. WIds the
consensus of the representatives of industry that were present, the meeting also recommended the
reduction of promotion of infant formula and bottled-fed supplements.

Education (Formal and Non-Formal)

March 1970 to the Execms‘ve Boar~~

One of the more impressive developments in UNICEF’s work during the Fust Development De&de
has beenthe extensiorrof assistance into the fields of education and pre-vocationd training. This has
beendone in response to the priority requirements of the deveIopingcounrnes and in partnership with
UNESCO, ILO and FAO. The Executive Board has already considered two major assessments of
this new area of work one a joint UNICEF/UNESCO assessment of education projects submitted
to the Executive Bo@ in 1968 and the second a.joint UNICEF/lLO assessment of pre-vomtiorrd
training which the Board received in 1969. These two assessmen~ provided the basis for a
reformulation of UNICEF policies in respect of education and pre-vcmmional training.

A principal objective is to help the developing countries re-orient their educational and training
systems so that they may be more relevant to the real life prospects of children and young people and
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may conrnbute more effectively to a nation’s developmental goals. Tow=d thk end there is a
growing effort at curriculum reform (including art introduction to the scientific way of thinking),
health and nutrition education, ruml science and agriculture uaining. More counties are also
providing in their schools an introduction to various practical skills related to future employment
prospects.

Radical change in the content and methods of teaching is a slow process. It is relatively easy to have
new curricula drawn up and tested out in some pilot area. What is much more difficult is to remain
a whole generation of teachers who are rooted in old tradition and who sometimes are litrfe more
educated than their pupils. In existing UNICEF-aided projects, there is already a growing emphasis
on improving the quaky of teaching, either through special in-service !mirting of the many
unqualifkd teachers or through improving the basic mining of teachers.

1976 to ~rive B- U

WMt increasing emphasis on mutually supportive basic services at the village level, it is worth
poinringout thatnearlyall sectors ofUNfCEFassistasrce irrcludeimportant components ofeducation:
health education, nurriaon education, education about safe water and sanitation, instruction about
responsible parenthood, the many kinds of programroe aimed at improving the condition of women
and girls, arrdproject suppon communications. They are, in fact, aspects of non-formal education
most urgently needed for the well-being and growth of children. Experience with programrrres over
dre years has heightened awareness of the need for including a suitable education component if
projects are to receive the understanding and suppon essential to their fulfillment

Changes in UNICEF assistance policy in recent years are resulting in increasing emphasis on the
younger age groups andin extending education— formal and non-formal — to reach more and more
children who would not otherwise receive any schooling.

As arestdtofachangein assisrarrcepolicy recommended jointly by the Director-Generalof UNESCO
and the Executive Director of UNICEF and adopted by the Board in 1972, UNICEF aid is aimed at
meeting minimal learning needs of educationally deprived children of primary school age, especiail y
those itrrural areas, urban slums and shantytowns. Greater emphasis is also placedon including girls
in education who, until now, in widespread areas have had little or no opportunity for schooling.
Assistance is emphasized for innovative projects, designed to reach more children.

The 1972 assistance policy was extended by decisions by the Board in 1973and 1974that non-formal
methods be used, as well as formal schooling, to reach those children arrdadolescents who otherwise
would not receive education.

Experience with non-formal education shows its relatedness to the formal educational system. The
formal school system remains one of the best avenues for disseminating information and knowledge
throughout the rural areas in many counties, and one of the challenges is to use the schools as
community cerrtres to carry out non-fontml activities. A number of experiments are being made to
find new ways ofusing educational shmcturesfor thedeiiveryof services coremote and disfldvantaged
populations.
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While implememarion of Board guidelines is proceeding, the over-all objective — that many more
children be reached with some effective form of education — still falls far short of achievement.

women and Girls

March 1970 to the Executive Bosrdm

For some years now UNICEF has been participating in projects offering women and girls opportu-
nities to acquire knowledge and skilfs for better child-rearirrg and home improvement. Many of these
projects have also emphasized local self-help and community improvement, and some are attempdng
to increase the earning capacity of women through impmved food production, better marketing,
home indusuies and co-operaaves.

While much has been accomplished, investment in the projects would yield greater results if they
combined the objectives of better chihkaring, mmtrnunity improvement and income-production,
and if the pmjecrs am pan of mom comprehensive schemes set in the context of national development
plans.

Auril 1974 to the Executive Board~

There is a growing awareness of how important itis for children that women should have equality
with men as citizens, pardcipating in national, community and family affairs. This requires basic
changes in atdtudes and in many social institutions. Many specific actions need to be taken for the
achievement of this objective, and UNICEF is suppornng some of them. Training progmnrnes are
among the most important. The impact ofprofessional or technical aairring has been further extended
into communities and families through short orientation courses of a few &ys’ duration for thousands
of women toenlist rheirparticiparion invarious activities for self-betterment and for the improvement
of family welfare.

‘More needs to be done to relieve women of tie “dailydrudgery of collecting water and fuel, food
prepsration, etc. Village water supply prograrnmes, to which an increasing pmpornon of UNICEF

. assistance is being directed, am among the activities that will ease the burden of women’s daily work,
since they will bring a supply of good water much closer to home. The beneficial effects of
responsible “parenthoodire self-evident.”The prevention of childhood diseases through immuniza-
tion, and suitable forms of organized day care also have a direct impact on the well-being of women
and chlldrert. Organized women’s movements, often initiated by voluntary efforts and subsequently
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receiving Government recognition and support, have also been aided by UNICEF for many years,
especially in Africa. More attention should be given in the organization of community women’s
groups to income-pmducing activities.

AD 11975 ton the Executive Board~

“ The participation of women in a variety of programmed —education, applied nutrition, maternal and
child health and others — conrnbute to motivating women to improve their status and to widen their
horizons. Marty observers note that the opportunity of earning additional income, even very small
amounts, is one of the strongest motivations for women at the lower economic levels. Moreover,
motivation for volurtra@ practice of family planning becomes noticeable in women who have
pardcipated successfully in endeavors which have brought them into contact widr aspects of life not
exclusively connected with the family and the home.

Reaching Children in Low-Income Urban Areas

1978 to the Executive Bosrd~

A report made to the Board in i971 sirowed that there was no prospect that ieveiling of slums Sn@
reconsuuction could make any significant impact in most developing counties. “Site and service”
support to areas aid communities active in the physical improvement of their houses and neighbor-
hood appeared to be more practical, and it was recoqunended that UNICEF should put its emphasis
on co-operation in the development of social services benetlang children in such project areas.
However, site and service support, within the limits of the funds made available from national
resources and the international community is far from meeting the needs of dre present situation, let
alone prepaing for the growth of low-income urban population. While physical improvement
projects should beextenckiasmuch aspossible, it is also desirable toextendsocial services benefiting
children much more widely.

In 1971, the Board adopted guidelines for the expansion of UNICEF aid to services benefiting urban
children. The Board decided that UNICEF should be ready to co-operate in service benefiting this
targetpopulation rb.mughall the general programmed of UNICEF co-operation. UNICEF should also
beready to co-operate in special urban projects adapted to particular urbart slums orperi-urbart areas. .
It was assumed that tie types of service in which UNICEF normally co-operated could not be
extenti” into many such areas without _gements to overcome administrative, legal, economic
and sccial constraints.
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At Board sessions in 1975 and 1976, the Executive Directorteported that pmgrammes of supporting
: services for children in low-income urban areas had made relatively slow progress. Although

Governments were increasingly aware of the critical conditions facing wban slums and peri-tsrban
areas, as evidenced in their expressions of concern over the need for effective approaches to the
problems, service pmgrammes encountered difficulties. It was clearly easier to identify as the target .
group children of low-income families than it was to reach them effectively.

There are numerous differences in emphasis in the services needed, as compared with the rural areas
to which UNICEF has been directing most of ics co-operation. Mothers are worhtg where tiey
cannot care for their chiidren at work, and there is less support from tJteextended family, so there
~ greater needs for day-care and pre-schml facilities. Them is more dependence on the cash
economy, so there is need for more consumer education. The urban environment has higher
requirements for education generally, but a lag continues in the education of girls. With the greater
density of population, more intensive use can be made of sccial facilities. In particular, schools can
cormibute more to non-fomtaleducarion. Services for women are more imposmnt because of tirerole
of women as income earners and often heads of family. In these areas of service, the urban setting
provides many more possibilities for initiatives by non-governmental orgsnir.arions.

In addition to the use of its own resources, UNICEF should help mobilize additional external
assistance from the United Nations development system, and non-governmental organizations.

Experience’showed’~at the long-range comprehensive prog-ansrnes designed for specific co%~-”
niries directed to their physical, economic and social development projects required a long period of
preparahon before the condition of underprivileged urban children could be substantially improved.
On the other hand the approach of favoring extension of social services for immediate benefits
dispiayed the greater potential for invoiving corrmrunities in action prograsrmres of direct benefit to
chiidren, and its the future might weii iead to more comprehensive progmmmes. Provision of
technical and other support to community-based services is a vaiuabie contribution to anti-poverty
measures.

As co-operation develops between government services and communities, the government services
need the capacity to respond to requests reiating to the main social needs that maybe agreed with the
community to be impommt. Capacity wiil usually be required in such fieids as: water and sanitaaom
housing insprovemenu heal~ services; vegetabie g~dens; formal ‘md informal learning needs; tk
special needs of the young child, women’s activities that increase their income and expand their
consumer education and their krsowiedge of health, nun-itionand hygienq and youth activities that
reach the under-empioyed and the idle.
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MarchlApn“11972 to the Exec urive BoardW

Looking back, it is one of the dramas of the last decade drat both man-made and natural disasters —
rangingfmm wara and civil wars to floods andearthquakes— have recently souck so manycountries
in several continents. The losses in human lives, in buildings, in infrastructure, in crops, are
particularly heart-breaking when the afflicted nations arc among the poorest in the world and when
all their energy, their resources and rhe exte,mal help they cw get should be dedicated to progress,
tOdeVdOpIISeIIL

Some form of UNICEF assistance has been given for relief and/or rehabilitation in more than 20
countries since the last session of the Board. In the larger emergencies, this has been done as a partner
in co-orditrated assistance from agencies of the United Nations system.

In 1964, the Executive Board adopted quite an explicit policy on UNICEF involvement in
emergencies. It provided that UNICEF should go into the immediate post-disaster relief phase only
in exceprionai circumstances, where such assistance was not available from other sources. The main
role ofUNTCEFwas to be in diversion of supplies forirnmediate needs and, more important, in special
aid for the rehabilitation phase. We continue to be guided by this policy. The fact is that during the
past two or three.years, we have encountered situations where UNICEF was in a unique position to
come into the picture immediately after the emergency had nccurrcd. I believe ?Jratthe policy laid
down by the Executive Bored in 1964 is still valid as a general guide to UNICEF participating in
emergency situations. In my view, the main emphasis of UNICEF should continue to be long-term
programmed.

All through the year, a substantial part of my time and that of other staff members at headquarters
and in the concerned UNICEF field offices has been given to these emergency situations, and some
of our long-range pmgraim-nes of UNICEF assistance have suffered accordingly. While UNICEF
can, for a limited time, draw on its staff resources for aid in emergencies without serious dernment
to regular long-range programrnes, it cannot do so indefinitely without eidrer allowing regular
programmed to suffer or increasing its staff complement to provide for emergency situations. The
latter seems obviously the sensible course, and I am making certain proposals for art appropriate
augmentauon of the staff to handle both long-range programmed and emergencies.
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xl An account of UNICEF’s role in emergency situations under Mr. Labouisse’s tenure —
including natural disasters, and those where UNICEF became a channel for international
assistance on both sides in situations of civil turmoil (Nigeria, Viemam, East Pakistan,
KarrtpucheA Ig-banon and elsewhere), — is given in “The Children and the Nations: The
Story of UNICEF” by Maggie Black (UNICEFEdition, 1986) and in “We Are the Children”
by Judith M. Spiegelrtran (Atlantic Monthly Press, 1986)

Amil 1974 to the Executive BoartiW

During 1973, UNICEF resportdcdtothe needs of children and theirmodrers in several large disasters
and numerous smallerones requiring some measure of emergency relief. As in recent years, a number
of these were of such a magnitude that UNICEF was only one participant in a much larger effort.
UNICEF has its unique role to play, however, for the special needs of chlklrcn arc not always
understock or may be neglected in the rush of pmvidirtg relief in disaster situations. UNICEF’S
pardcipaaon at the earliest stages of an emergency action ensures that children’s food and other
assistance necessary to the survival and care of small children arc included in the relief provi~cd

UNICEF action in the emergency situations has taken a variety of fosms, often beginning with initial
diversions of ‘suppliesand equipment fmm existing UNICEF-aided projects in or neax the affected-””
areas, or expeditious uanspon of supplies fmm the UNICEF warehouse in Copenhagen. It has also
included staff participation in assessments of urgent needs of mothers atrdchildren, and development
of practical relief plans, advice and logistics support to”Governments and relief agencies; special
fund-raising supported by National Committees; purchasing and shipping of supplies and vehicles,
wherirerforUNICEF account or for reimbursement byodterUnited Nations agencies artdconanuing
efforts toadapt UNICEF supporrto the rehabilitation aspects of the situations, seas to bring maximum
long-term benefits to children.

The principal mle of UNICEF is to begin, as soon as possible, planning for and assisting in the
rehabilitation of health, education and other sewices for children. In a number of these reconstruc-
tion situations, an opportunity rxcurs for significant innovation in restoration and development of
children’s services.

Mav’1979 to the Executive Boardm
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There is a possibility of co-operating with a mission of the International Committee of the Red Cross,
which is understood to be on the point of going into Kampuchea. Because of the @agicsituation there
I believe that UNICEF should support them and also, if possible, be ready to resume its direct
assistance at a later stage if the country so desires. If UNICEF cart bring assisrace to children and
mothers in Kampuchea, it would be done in accordance with our mandate to assist children in alf
regions, as and when this becomes practicable. We will follow the same policy as we did prior to
April 1975, when we tied (art&in part, succeeded) to provide some assistance to both sides.

—Informal views of Mr. Labouisse~

UNICEF started off its life as an agency geared to dealing with emergencies in Europe atrdit still has
that structure — the machinery exists and I think it’s a very good machinery. Experience has shown
that UNICEF can deliver neuied supplies, in “thecases of emergencies, more rapidly than orher
organizations. Besides, the fact that UNICEF’s activities are focussed on children makes it
particularly impomsnt to have it involved. A number of other organizations also assist children but
they are often focussed on providing geneml supplies. I am thinking of one emergency where stock-
tish was supplied, which children could not eat. UNICEF has concenuated, over ihe years, on the
kind of supplies that are n-xxiedand accepted by childrexr,in particular the ill ones. So, even though
WHO, rlreWorld Food Programrneasrdthe LJNHCRare alsoinvolv~ Irhinkthat UNICEF continues
to have an important role to play.

In situations where disasters happen but local governments arc not eager to come forward for various
reasons — political, or because some relief organizations rafk about the problem as if they were dre
ones who had discovered it — I think response should vary according to each individual case. One
imporrant rhingis to try to do your bestunder the circumstances and not take issue or make a statement
which cart embarrass the government. I don’t personally mind embarrassing a government, but the
embarrassing of the government may, in some cases, prevent you from doing the urgent job you want
to do, which is to aid the children of the country. ‘1’hesearc always difficult situations.

Some publicity about emergency situations is rtccessaq because you have to raise some money. But
you’ve got to do it in a sensible and balanced way. Through diplomacy and common sense, one can
sometimes persuade the government to allow some external humanitarian assistance to come in.
Another sensitive point is that, in cases of war or civil war, some governments do not want you to
help the orherside, the side of their enemy, which is understandable. UNICEF, however, has always
asserted the right to help chilciizrton both sides of a conflict. Where we have succeeded, it was due
to UNICEF’s clear mandate and its reputation as a purely humartitarian, non-political agency,
Success was also due to the high quality and integrity of UNICEF staff. UNICEF, with great
perseverance, made enormous efforts to be accepted and understood wherever our itssistance was
needed.

Inemergencies, UNICEF, of course, provides immediate assistance to keep children alive, but ineach
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and every disaster or contlct we ought to be thinking, from the start, of the long-term reconstruction
that will become necessary. Our aid should be tied in to long-term recuperation and development,
projects. By appealing very early for special conuiburions, it should become possible to raise funds
for both immediate relief work and for fuom. reconstruction.

w ~ese views of Mr. Labouisse on some aspects of emergency aid are exuacts of assinterview
with him by UNICEF History project in May 1985.

October 1974 Statement to the Second Comrnittee of the General Assembly@

I believe that UNICEF’s concerns and its work have an important bearing on the current economic
crisis and the new dimensions of global interdependence.

It is asadfact that, in any situation of suess, when resources available am insufficient, it is the children
and the services intended to benefit them which sufferfmt and most. This happens in cases of natural
disasters and it is beginning to happen now on almost a global scale, when so many counoies, and
especially the poorer ones, are facing severe disruption in their budgets, their balance of payments
and, consequently, in their capacity to carry out development plans. Many counties have been
acutely affected by price inflations, by food and fuel shortages and by a series of extreme
abnormalities in the weather pattern, some of them uuly caramophic.

The response to the new situation requires a massive increase in the levels of external aid for the most
seriously affected counties, both through new channels and through the more traditional ones,
including ongoing United Nations’ progmrnmes. UNICEF, even under dre most optimistic
assumptions concerning its potential resources, can play only a small part in helping to meet the total
requirements for assistance to children in developing countries. But its role can be a vital one: first,
ss an advocate for children in bringing tAeiressential needs to world attention and, second, as a
channel for greatly increased assistance of the kind desperately required and which UNICEF is
uniquely equipped to provide. Society as a whole must come to realize the profound depths of the

: poverty and suffering which arc increasingly a part of the life of millions upon millions ofour world’s
chikfrcm and al]concerned should unders~d that there are in fact many practical measures that could..
be txen relatively quickly to help alleviate those conditions andat costs that ue well within.rqqson.

,
Appalling conditions of subhuman poverty, existing even under so-called “normal” conditions. In
such circumstances, it is obviously no solution to simply say there must be a “tightening of belts”.
There is no margin to do that.
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As arcsuh of the economic crisis, there is now grave danger of a furrAerdcterioration of the situation
of children in many counties, including possibifiaes of more wide-spread malsttsoiaon and famine.
Many counties will be in danger of having to reduce already minimal basic semices for children,
affcctingnot only rheirnurntion, but afso their health, education and, more genemlly, dreirpmspects
for life. The danger is particularly threatening in counties which were vicdms of natural disasters,
such as drought or flocda.

In this situation, what can be done by UNICEF and orhers for the welfare of a whole generation of
children in the poorer countries of the world? Fmr, there is need for a much greater glob~ aw~ness
of alf the different dangers threatening the ve~ young today. UNICEF will continue to sound the
alarm and trdease televartt information to aff concerned

.%con~ it is very i@ortasrt for Governments of developing counties not only to include dreirrreeds
for children’s services in their essential impon requirements, but also to make available budgetary
provision forsuchsewices. Wlthoutdoubt, advemely affected counrnes will have toreconsidersome
of their priorities, including those for imports. But I earnestly hope that they will place among their
priorities in both their budgets and in their import schedules, what is needed to maintain and enlarge
basic services for children.

Third, it will be equally importam that contzibuang Governments, in addition to helping meet
esscnciai import requirements, make some provision to help the most adverseiy affected counties
meet the internal costs of sustaining smial services and covering the needs of their children. If not,
there is grave danger that, even if the basic structure of balance of payments is maintained, it will be
at such a level that the essential needs of children will go tStSSIh2LIt is my strong belief that drepressing
requirement is not just for concessionary 10SSSSto meet essential impofi needs, but also for funds to
help dte poorer counties meet the internal costs of essential services.

Returning now to our own task — there is need for UNICEF to increase its help to Governments in
maintaining and expanding their basic services for children. These range over such essential fields
as child nurntion, cIean water programroes, ctilld health, family planning, primary education and the
general education of women and girls in child cm. They represent UNICEF’s basic areas of activity
and its major contribution to the survival of the young, as well as to the countries’ development.

Mav 1975 to the Executive Board~

There are tcday many organizations, within and outside of the United Nations, which are engaged
directly in fighting the war against poverty, which arc active in campaigns fornmd development and
the efirnination of de-humanizing conditions in urban slums.
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And rhere arc, of course, still others which oy, through o-aditiorraleconomic methods, to hasten
,/

development and improve living conditions. But between all these efforts, it seems to me that there
are missing links. One essential “missing link” is; to my mind, the lack — orrhe weakness — of
seswicesto benefit children.

Let me illrtsuate the urgency of action along the lines I am suggesting. Some months ago, I asked
our field officers to send me rheirpersorral appraisal of tie situation of children in the counties where
they setwe:how were children affected by the current economic upheavals, what were the prospects
for the future? The answers have comein arrdrhey are not encouraging. One UNICEF mprcsentaave
itsa kmgecountry reporsed that, in his opinion, the tents “&veloping courroy” no longer applied in
his area on the conuary, in almost every aspect, the prospec~ for childreyrwere moving backwa@
— less healrh services, more schools closing, increased hunger and malnutrition. Anorher
representative, stationed in A&ica, reports “disquieting indicators of an unbearable squeeze on the
principal activities benefiting children.” htde~ these up-to-&te appraisals of conditions prevailing
in counties scattered over three condnenrs, show a disturbing similarity of uends. I will just
enumerate here, without added comments, some of the most soiking observations received from the
field:

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

national development plan targets are not being met, some are panially abandoned;

consnyction of numerous schools and health cenrres interrupted, some while buildings ~~ill -.
incomplete and unusable;

salaries of teachers and health workers, along with others. frozen and some unpaid for
prolonged periods;

internal road transport of goods and people disrup[ed for lick of fuel and spare pans:

reappemnce of kwashiorkor among the poorest children;

outbreaks of chicken pox and smallpox; measles taking an increased toll because of
malnutrition among children;

prices of”e&ential protein rich foods (like legumes) h~vin~ recently trebled”or more:

drugs and vaccines extremely scarce in rural clinics mrd health centres;

a very highproponion of the population living below the so-called “’poverty line”.
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These are crude, discouraging facts. And yet, I am convinced that such situations need not continue;
they can bereversed. I simply do not believe that the worldcormmmirycan allow hurtdredsof millions “
of children — for this is what we am trdking about — to starve to death or to grow up physically or
mentally stunted. The developing counties and the better-off counties have it in theirpowerto make,
together, the right choices of action. If they do not, it will be for lack of determination, lack of
vision — it will be because they me tragically blind to their own self interesL

Funds

UNICEF is dependent upon voluntayjimding from governments and the general public. A main
responsibility of the Executive Director is to rai.re~for UNICEF’s operationtfiom rhese sources,
with the underlying basic understanding that the confidence of conm’butors in UNICEF is dependent
upon the effectiveness of the programnte cooperation given by rhe orgam’zation.

Mr. Labo.uisse devored a substantial portion of his annual statements to the Board to thejinancing
of UNICEF and its fiord-raising policies and systemJn 1965 when Lubow”sse became Execun”ve
Director UNICEFS income wos$33million. In 1979, his [a.styearasExecutive Director, it wasS273
million and he suggesred to the Soara thar it drink in terms of an income 0J-S500 miiiion by i9i74.

Mav 1966 to the Executive Boarda

Our funds come entirely from voluntary conrnbutions— approximately 80% from governments and
20% from private sources.

Income from private sources stems from two principal types of activity: profits from the sale of
greeting cards and calendars, and collections from the general public, sometimes in support of
specific projects. This kind of support is important not only because of the money received but also
because of the direct link it helps to establish between individuals and the work of the United Nations.

I am askingtbe Executive Board to approve a target of $50 million a year incontributions for UNICEF
by the end of this fmt Development Decade. This, of course, is by no means a measure of total need
for UNICEF assistance. It is simply a p~gmatic estimate of what could be productively. used
immediately and what it may be possible to achieve. .
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ADrt“11968 to the Executive BoardW

I am proposing to the Board certain revisions in our rules for accepting conrnbuaons from
Governments for specific purposes in addition to dreir normal level of giving. Its essence, the
Executive Director would be authorized to accept immediately additional contributions for approved
commitments, or for projects “noted” by the Board for which funds are not available, or for
programme categories or fields of assistance in which the Board is regularly appmvkrg projects.
Special conrnburions forusein speciticcounuies would also he acceptable, but only afterpriorBoard
approval unless they wem toward a project for which there is already an outstanding commitment.

In response to dte widespread view that private conrnbutors frequently prefer to give to a concrete
activity, the way was opened for the “adoption” of projects by National Committees for UNICEF,
Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign Committees and other fund-misitrg corrmrittess in 1964.

I understand the reasons for not accepdrtg governmental conrnbutions for specific purposes to lie in
a concern which was expressed itsthe 1964discussion that such conrnbutions could distcrt the over-
all pattern of distribution of UNICEF aid by categories or by counties as decided by the Board, and
perhaps introduce an undesirable poiiacai element into government contributions. I believe these
difficulties could be avoided.

The$oun~ would f~t contribute in the normal way at least as much as its general contribution of
the preceding year. Above flrat, it would be open to a coun~ to consider f&irer conrnbutions for’ ““”
specillc fields of activity or approved projects. By resaicting these recommendations to additional
contributions, we avoid any diminution of dre present flexibility of UNICEF’s assistance. Further,
I believe we should continue to place the emphasis in our appeals to Governments on increases in
contributions for general purposes, and I hope that one of dre effects of these proposals would be for
counties able to make additional conrnbutions for specific purposes to consider incorporating the
equivalent into heir general conrnbution in a future year.

Mav 1969 to the Execuh“ve Bosrd~

If we consider the importance of chilti”n airdyouth in the developing counties, the need for some
international cmperation between industrialized and developing counrnes with respect to the rising
generation, and the role that UNICEF is expected to play, dren our tw.ources are seriously out of
propornon to our task in the international family of agencies.

. Perhaps there has been a reasonable doubt whether more good projects could be prepared and
administered. Two events in the last few years give the answer. In 1966, the Bored decided to spend
some of the funds held as working capital. Allocations jumped from 38 to51 million dollars in one
year. Unhappily we did not have the resources to maintain that level.
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In 1968, thedoor was opened experimentally for “no[ed” projects. Immediately, additional projects
for 6 million dollars appeared. These are only illustrative, and do not cover the whole range of need
either substantively or geographically. In future years, we could have a wider spectrum of projecs
to present. That many practical proposals are waiting to be developed is hardly surprising. Partly
as a result of UNICEF’s activity, there is a much greater recognition that dsepreparation and welfare
of the rising generation has an appropriate place in a country’s development prograrmne. SW
projects have been showing what can be done. Training has been reducing the shortage of people
to implement projects.

It is already clear, however, that there is a rising ~ffecnv~ demand for at least * the volume of
the type of assistance we are now providing in fields of benefit to children and adolescents. By
effeaive demand, I do not mean just a wish for more supplies, etc. That demand is endless. I mean
a capacity to use aid effectively, in the context of the coordinated growth of permanent services, with
appropriate matching from governments, where applicable.

From our side, we are sure.that, as an organization, we could administer up to double the amount of
assistance, that we could do so at relatively little strain for the United Nanons system as a whole, and
with no basic change in the present methods of coordination with which the Board is familiar and
which work so well.

Am-i]1970 to the Execu tive Boar~~

The immediate question now is the date by which we should seek to reach the level of S100million.
lam suggesting 1975 because this seems both feasible and in line with several recommendations
concerning the volume of aid proposed for the United Nations system as a whole, by such bodies as
the Committee for Development Planning, the Pearson Commission as well as the General Assembly
itself.

Mav 1975 to the Executive Board~

We can now estimate $103million for 1975. We, therefore, expect that the financial mrget set five
years ago will be reached. Moreover, we should note that there has also been a very substantial
increase in “special assistance” since the targets for general resotpces and long-temn projects was set
in 1970. At the time, in 1970, special assistance was less than $10 million: now, it is in [he mnge of
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$25 to $30 million a year, without raking into consideration substantial food conrnburions-in-kind.

These figures give dre impression of. very fast growth in UNICEF resources and corresporidirrg
assistance. There has, itrdecd, been a rapid growth in income - and I rake this opportunity to express
my deep gratitude to alf those who have made this possible. However, we must not forget rhab in
real terms, this growth is quite misleading. Not only dces our income purchase considerably less per
monetary unit than dte same sum did five yearn ago, but — as I have already indicated— the number
of childmrt in desperate need are increasing and the poverty and deprivation are growing deeper.

Mav 1976 to the Executive Botwda

The support receivedin 1975~~hedarccordlevel -$141,QQW100-art increase of 22 percent over
1974in dollar tcrrus and in estimarcd7 percent in real term.%However, the outlook for the nesrfuturc
is not entirely encouraging. We are, at preserm unable to forecast sigrtMcant increases for 1976and
arc euphemistically calling this a” year of consolidation”. This may be acceptable for one year but
the upward momentum must be maintained. For all of the encouraging signs that can be reported,
the essential needs of children are there — stark and unrelenting — and the Oppormnitica fcw
strengthening services benefiting them are greater than ever. You will rec~l that the Gene~
Assembly endorscdlast year ararget for UNICEFof $2tMrnillion in annual revenue from all sources.
This is to be compared with an estimated sevenue of $150 million for 1977 — which means that
achieving the target in the near fuiurc wilf require a significant bttLby no means, unreasonable
addlhonal effort on the parI of UNICEF’ supporters. I fervently hope that this target can be reached
without fail by 1979,the International Year of the Child, and that, in addition, the Year of the Child
will enable UNICEF to move to a significantly higher plateau of future endeavor.

Mav 1978 to the Executive Boardw

With regard to mwenue, let me first recall the fact that, over the past few years, total revenue from
voluntary conrnbutions increased at the encouraging rate of 15per cent per year on the average —
and from 1976to 1977it actually irrcmased by some 21per cenL Looting to the future, I personally
feel that to projccta regular annual increase of, say, 15per cent over the next five or six years, would .
be a wholly inadequate response to bodr the immense existing needs and the exceptional possibilities
presented by IYC and the evolving world situation. In developing counties, it is clear that hem will
be enhanced opportunities for UNICEF to co-operate effectively in measures to improve the well-
being of chiklrcri.”h also seems reasonable to expect that there will be an increasd” willingness.~om

. the Governments of mom affluent counrnes — and also the private sector”—to enkirge their support
forprogrammes benefiting children in the developing world, and that they will want to channel a sig-
nificant pornon of this response drruugh UNICEF.
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After very serious reflections and consultations, I have concluded that we must recommend to the
Board that UNICEF should think in terms of a sigrdflcam rise in total revenue over the five years
following I_’s’C,in comparison with actual performance ovcrrhe past five years. I suggest an average
annual increase of 20 per cent for the five yearn following IYC. The dollar figures maybe somewhat
misleading, unless they are evrduated in terms of purchasing power. For example, $500 million for
1984woufd represent only about $350 million in 1979prices, on the basis of a currently esdmated
inflation rate of about 6.5 per cent per year.

Let me make one point very clear I am not suggesting that all Governments should increase their
conrnbutions by any uniform percentage or annual amount. We in the secretariat are very conscious
of the fact that there exists a significant imbalance in the degree to which Governments in a position
to contribute to UNI@F share this responsibility— and we deeply respect the principle of voluntary
contributions. But at the same time, we do feel mat afl Governments, in light of the increased
possibilities for effective cooperation with developing counrnes should conscientiously se-examirre
tieir performance and endeavor to respond to these new opportunities to the fullest exlent that they
cm.

Whh regard to UNICEF’S capacity to handle the projected increases in funding, and, correspond-
ingly, in the volume of work, I feel sure that, with certain necessary adjustments as time goa on, our
organization would be able to do so. It has adapted to many changes throughout its existence. Over
the past 14years, UNICEF’S total revenue has increased from $35 million in 1965to, prospectively,
$200 million iri 1979. I iherefore fiave no real doubt about UNICEF’s ability to ha..dle $500 dllion
by 1984,particularly having in mind that this would probably be the equivalent of some $350 million
in 1979prices.

If greater contributions enable UNICEF to handfe more assistance, it will, of course, be more
im~~t ~ars ever that our methods of administration and management should be constantly
tightened and improved. progress is never as fast as I would like. However, I feel that considerable
improvement has been made in the delegation of responsibility and authority, in the exchange of
information and experience among field oftlces, in strengthening of staff mining, and in more
systematic personnel administration and budgeting. More remains to be done.

National Committees

Mav 1967 to the Executive Board%

In recent years, the scope and activities of the Committees have shown a healthy growth. In most
cases, they handle the sale of greeting cards, organize fund-raising campaigns and play an
increasingly vital roIe in information work and the development of pubiic understanding of Ihe
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arc always welcome.
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Their suggestions in these fields as well as in UNICEF work as a whole

March/Arm“11971 to the Execuh“veBoard~

When rhe National Committees for UNICEF started, they, along with similar groups related to other
organizations in the United Nations system, were a genuine innovation. The Charter of the United
Nations, we should not forget, begins widt the words “We the_ of tire Urdted Nations”. The
Committees give one tangible expression of this concept by providing an opportunity for direct

pardciparionitr our work bylitcmllyrhousands of individuals. Expanding such opportunities should
I - have one of the highest prioriaes in the future.

In addition to fund-raising andrhe sale of greeang cards, tie Committees have played very important
roles in interpreting UNICEF’s policies and aspirations within their counties. They also provide an
important “feedback” of information on the interests of the Governments of their counrnes and the
general public, and this is influential in the formulation of msiscmce policies.

Februarv “f976 tOthe Executive Boanjx. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..

The Committees represent one of the best traditions of UNICEF, namely individual and group
support, as was foreseen in the General Assembly resolution founding UNICEF.

The relationship between the Committees and UNICEF is unusual in that, it is between UNICEF, an
international intergovernmental organization, and the Committees, which are national organizations.
This difference presents the chrdlenge of maintaining a common purpose and cohesion within dre
UNICEFfamily, while providirtg sufflcientnational autonomy and scope fordre Committees to carry
on effective national activities. The Committees’ relation with the UNICEF secretariat can best be
styled as a “pamrership” at the national level in certain fields. As part of the UNICEF family, and
using the UNICEF name, the Committees fail under the policy control of UNICEF.

The oppommities to provide children with basic services creates new demands for the types of aid
provided by UNICEF, in conjunction with other external aid for development. The Naaonal
Cornmigees have an important role incommunicating an awareness of this simationtopeople in their
counties. ,.

Their educational work, coupled with the active pardcipation of a large number of individuals and
groups in the daily work of the Committees, provides an essential element for eliciting greater
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financial support from government and private sources for various types of external actions,
including those of UNICEF, benefiting children in developing counrnes.

Both Committees and the UNICEF secretariat recognize the need for better co-ordination and
exchange of information between them, and for more service to be available to the Committees from
the UNICEF secretariat. At the same time, it is important that the differences between UNICEF at
the international level and the Committees at the national level be clearly identified and respected.

Mav 1976 to the Executive Boar~~

We circularized our field staff last year on the question of whether they felt it would be helpful for
national committees for UNICEF to be formed in the counties they were serving. The predominant
view was that this would not be a very good idea primarily because national committees for UNICEF
have a very important function of fund-raising and this is not a duty which it is reasonable to expect
from citizens in a developing country. Our field staff, for the most part, did feel, however, that
committees for children, where they did not already exist in one form or another, Wouid be a very
good idea.

I may also refer to artother type of national cormnmirree with which UNICEF has worked: that it is
an imcr-mitristerial committee established by a government o co-ordinate WN-ICEFassistance to
programrnes in the country. Such corsmtittees have often enlisted the support of other national
agencies and have in fact become national committees for children of that country, their role
extending beyond that of UNICEF’S progmmrnes as such.

Non-Governmental organizations

Aoril 1968 to the Executive Board~

The co-operation which exists between UNICEF and non-governmental organizations has taken a
number of forms. Dissemination of information about the needs of children in developing counrnes
and the importance of suppornng national and international programmed to meet these needs has been
ctied out through intemarionaJ, national and local publications, congresses, conferences, seminars
and other activities of NGOS. Special emphasis has been.placed upon the.activities of UNICEF.
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Some of the national NGOS have played.an active role in shaping public oPfion ~d srimuladng
government action to deal with neglected needs of children in tlreirown country, orio the aid which
might be Pmvidedto other countries. In a number of instances national NGOSortbeirlearling officers
are members of the governing bodies of UNICEF National Committees. Matry NGOS have been
active co-operators with the National Committees in fund-raising and Greeting Cd sales. In other
countries where there are no UNICEF National Committem they have engaged in these activities
directly.

For masty UNICEF-aided projects, the Government relies on national and local non-governmental
agencies to carry out part of the operations of UNICEF-aided projects. In addition, many of these
agencies c&ry on ptogrammes of their oti which may supplement or complement UNICEF-”tided
projects. In some isrs@ttcestheir work cart serve as apraetical demonstration to Governments of what
might”be done on ‘abroader scale, or can provide experience with some special approach or new
technique. The active pardcipation of volunteers and the greater involvement of tirelocal community
through this means is an important way of stretching limited resources.

Sometimes UNICEF receives requests for aid which are too small or too specialized to be handled
conveniently. Where practical and in accordance with rlw wishes of those making the request, we
refer the request to an irttemationsJ or national non-governmental agency providing foreign aid.

In addition to rheseefforts in developing public undersrasrdingof the need of children, in fund-raising ‘.:
and in providing direct services to children individual NGOS,and the NGO Committee on UNICEF
through rhe work of its sub-committees, provide opinion and recommendations to UNICEF on
speciilc matters relating to the knowledge and experience of various organizations.

We welcome these forms of support which are so essential for the development of suong national
programmed for children. However, it is clear rha~ in addition to what has so far been done, there
is still a large potential for greater collaboration, and it is our hope, that we can find additional ways
to draw upon this.

March 1973 to the Executive BoardW
,..

With some NGOS we have moved from the stage of discussing “whether” we can work together to
exploring “how” we can work together, and as we get to know more about each odrer, our working<
relationships arc being systematized. On the orher hand there are still a number of NGOS working
in fields benefiting children with whom we have had Iitile or no subsgmrive relationship in the past

. artd”arejust beginning to establish contact: This process of UNICEF and NGOS finding areas of
mutual interest in which co-operation is likely to be fruitful.
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operating NGOS are being increasingly encouraged to make direct contact with UNICEF field staff -
to discuss programme relationships. This includes consideration of whether the resources which
might be available &om the NGOS, both locally and through ourside aid, can be a direct or
complementary element itsUNICEF-assisted projects, in the context of government priorities and
commitments. NGO effort along these line, is pardcularly important when it not only helps extend
coverage but brings with it an innovative or demonsuation deM(XL

Staff and Management

Throughout his tenure Harry Lubotu”ssewas concerned with the competence and morale of staff. He
was convinced that a staff of good quality and morale would ensure effective admbukra!ion and
programme implementation, and he opened UNICEF wider 10rhe ventilation of staff concerms. He
also began the process of bringing UNICEF staff remuneration into an appropriate relationship,
grade-for-grade, 10comparable responsibilities within the UNsystem 0.sa whole. During his tenure,
in the mid-197(Ys the Scandinavian Institute for Adrninktrative Management (S1.iR) was engaged
to condua a management survey. A major lega~ of the survey was greater delegation of authority
to country ofices, a process already under way before the SIAR study.

Atrrd 1971 to the Executive Board~

Concerning UNICEF as an organization, I can give you my candid opinion in a few words. I believe
it is healthy, full of talent, in good spirit and capable of doing the tasks that the Board, ECOSOC and
the General Assembly assign to it.

At the present rime,UNTCEFshares aprrsblem common to the United Nations system— a generation
gap, in the sense that a relatively large number of our key staff will reach retirement age in the fairly
near future. We are meeting the problem through a combination of staff mining and more
imaginative recmiunent. Whir the assistance of the Governments represented here today, and of
many others, I hope, we must make international civil service with UNICEF attractive to some of
dre younger people who have an acute understanding of the ills of the world. We also wish to expand .
the number.of volunteers, national and.international, who may work on pmgrarnrnes at the village
or grass-rrmts level.

.
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Arm 1973“1 to the Executive Boardm

In the ten-year period of 1965-1974, we estimate that UNICEF’s annual expenditures wifl have
rnpled— afrera.lloting forprice changes, they will probably have doubled itsreal terms. In the same
peried, and assuming that the administrative sndprograrnroe support budgets ptuposed this year are
approve~ UNICEF staff, as expmssedin the number of authorized posts, will have increased by only
about 35 per cenL i.e. 33 percent for administrative services and 37 per cent for programme suppofi.
I think this is quite assachievement by any reasonable standards. These figures become even more
sign~]cant when we recafl the complexity of UNICEF’s programmed has vastly increased during this
period. Fromaconcentmiaon onrelaavely sirnpleprojecrsits rhevariousrradiaonalsectors, the Board
has moved the priority toward helping to establish permanent services forchlldr6n in the poorest and
most deprived areas. Our staff also increasingly helps governments in prograrortseimplementation.
What is increasingly needed is the trainingand udlizaaonof experts from the developingcountries
themselves. This, of course, ispreciselywhat UNICEF has been tryirtgto do for several years.This also
is the basic reason why we havddeveloped national professional offlcers;people who arc$rained inand
Imow the developing counrnes,who - in thos=oussrnes andare highly effective as part of the
UNICEF team. 1

But we have now come to the point where reserves of energy. imagination and devotion — whether
among national orinternatiomd staff — can be stretched no further. If UNICEF is to pursue the path
that lies before it — and it is a vesy bright and promising path — it simply has to have the resources
m do ~Aejob. Part of these resources area. They am an important element of the invaluable
assistance UNICEF provides.

I hope that I cssrpersuade the members of the Board that expenditure on staff is not, as has been the
traditional view, a necessary but regrettable reduction of the resources available to UNICEF for its
assistance pmgrammes. It is, on the contrary, assintegral and indispensable part of the assistance and
c~operative work that UNICEF is being requested to provide to developing counties.

It appears useful to recapitulate and give an up-dated account of the main lines of action taken since
the 1975 management survey, m-d to indicate the continuing and additional efforts planned.

1ssseeldng rhe services of a management consultant firm, the Executive Director hoped that UNICEF
wottfd gel help in “laying down lines for the development of its organizational suucture for the next
five to ten years”. The sumey was carried out over a period of a year by a Scandinavian Institutes

. for A&ninistrative Research (SLAR)team. UNICEF staff groups panicipated in the survey and the
approach WaStiat of joint problem solving. The title of the SIAR report “The strengthening of the
best traditions of UNICEF’ summarized, according to its authors, the leading purpose of the survey,
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buildingon’’dre weU-krrownsrrengdts ofUNICEF: its abiiitytocombine adown-t~eardrpmcticality
with far-reaching analysis, its flexibiMy without losing sight of the ultimate goal and its highly
motivated and very able staff led by a non-bureaucratic management”.

The recommendations of the survey were regartied by the Executive Director and the Board as
constituting a set of general principles along which UIWCEF should work toward implementation,
rather than a “blueprint” to be imposed upon the organization immediarel y. In approving the main
lines of action proposed by dreExecutive Director, dte Boardfeh that such actions should notdistraa
UNICEF fmmperforming its primary task of bringing aid toprograrrrmes benefiangchildreru rather
management changes should prcceed in a way which would contribute to this objective.

The management developments in dre last three years have been directed to the following main
objectives:
— strengthening of the field organization, including selective suppornve measures for field

office%

— promotingrhe exchange ofkrtowledge and experience among field staff and between the field
and headquarrer~

— impmving co-ordination tid communications within headquarters

— reinforcing and professionalizing the personnel function. and widening opportunities for staff
development and

— improving financial and budgetary controls and monitoring.

There was a general recognition that in pursuing these objectives the main management aim should
be to suertgthen the organization through an increase in the ability of the staff to learn and improve.
The survey and its follow-up measures were to be only the beginning of a continuing long-term
process to upg-ade the organization and fit it to new requirements for co-operation with developing
counrnes. Strengthening of the management of UNICEF was, therefore, not to be viewed soiely as
a number of streamlining measures to help resolve problems of efficiency as diagnosed in 1974-75,
but more as an essential element in the larger objective of making UNICEF’s programme co-
operation more effective and responsive to the changing opportunities and increasing UNICEF’s
capacity to deal with new problems.

This adaptation has become increasingly complex in recent years due to a number of factors such as:
the substantial increase in UNICEF’s material assistance and projected increases for the future;
greater emphasis on UNICEF’s advocacy role for children; its provision of consult~rive and advisory
services and its efforts to help buildup national capacities to deal with problems affec~ingchildren;
the differentiation of UNICEF’s co-operation with countries in relation to their resources; the trend

.
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g
toward communiry participation and greater involvement by intermediate and local levels of
government in semices benefiting chddrem and the changing relations between international

. organizations and developing counties.

The impact of the new pressures and demands has placed strains on the orgartintion in addition to
those resulting from rhe pursuit of the management objectives emerging from the survey. There is
a clear realization that them area number of management tasks which need to be actively pursued,
especially in relation to staff problems and greater staff pardcipation.

The Executive Director believes that the capacity of the UNICEF secretariat is being strengthened
to recognize and dszd not only with the management problems which are common to many similar
organizations undergoing growth atrdcharsge,but afaofor anticipating and coping with the new needs
and problems which wilf inevitably arise.

The Executive Director takes pride in rhe competence asrddevotion of the staff and is cogrtizasrtof
the need to maintain high staff morale in order to achieve the purposes of the organization more
effectively. It is his intention that the process of strengthening of the management of UNICEF will
continue as a high priority of the organization.

:Women on Staff

Awn“11976 to the Executive Board~

Although much remains to be done to improve the recruitment situation for women in professional
posts, progress cart be reported and more is expected for the future. This progress is atrnbutable to
changes in UNICEF practice atrdin attitudes within the UNICEF secretariat. It is also beirrgfurthered
by charsges in attitudes and career preparation among the women who prepare themselves to work
in international fields and seek careers in UNICEF.

Active measures are being taken in both recruitment and career development of women. Increasing
women’s representation at beginning and mid-career levels of the staff is the single most effective
way to produce, in future years, the results sought for a more balanced representation of women in
senior professional posts. At the same time, there will be a continuous effort to fill more senior posts
with ‘ablewomen whenever possible, without waiting for years to go by and the advancement of
women through all mrtks to become a normal state of affairs.

Some positive ,efforts of the new ~cruirmerit practices and the increased emphasis on career
. development opportunities for women are now becoming apparent. The results are expected to

become even more evident in future years as these efforts are pursued and expanded, not only as a
matter of equity but as necessary for making the work of UNICEF increasingly effective.
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The International Year Of The Child

The impetus for an International Year of the Child came porn the NGO cmnrnm”ty. [[ was first
discussed in the UNICEF Execudve Board in 1975. The members were divided in lheir views. Some
favored it. O~hers hod varying degrees of reservation obous it, primarily because of doubts rhor
governments would be willing to provide ~he necessary financing to enrure proper planning and
preparation of a Year and a fear that the effort might interfere with UNICEF’s on-going work,
deflecting resources owoyf?om UNICEFS principal mission in the developing world.

Harry Labotu”sse initially shared the views of those Boordmembers who had reservations, but as can
be seenfrom the excerpts of his statements which follow, once the ve~ considerable &sire to have
a Year become clear he did his best to have it structured andjinanced in such a way as to nsake ir
a success.

Mav 1976 to the Executive Board~

I krtow that a number of members of the Boasd are very interested in the proposai for an International
Year of the Child. I should stress the following points: Fist, there appears to be growing support
that such aYearbeproclaimedfor 1979. This support originated among interested non:govemmental
organizations and our own national committees and appears to be widening and deepening. The Year
is also supported by United Nations organizations directly concerned, notably WHO and UNESCO,
and also by LO and FAO, as well as the Department of Economic atrd Social Affairs. Support from
governments remains the crucial and somewhat unknown factor, but it appears to be increasing.
Taking all factors into consideration, it seems to me that there is a high probability that 1979 will be
declared an International Year of the Child and rhat, if so, it is essential that it be made a very great
success.

It seems only sensible that before a Year is formally declared, the resources for its operation be
assured. Fln”ancitrgtill obviously be needed topromote action at the courroy and international levels,
for the preparation of core information material and its dissemination, and, of course, for the special
staff required.
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Mav 1977 to the Executive Boa@
.

The Executive Director interprets and summarizes the principles of IYC as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

The Yesris for all the children of the world, both in industrialized anddevelopingcounn-ies.

The objectives of the Year are twofold advocacy and action. The advocacy is to place the
child in the centre of world attention artd to guide the attention of the world community to
the importance of the child, both as a child asrdas a future adul~ to enhance the awareness
of the special needs of children on the part of decision makers, parents and the public
everywhew, arid to further a fe.cognition of the fact that services for children should be an
irttegrafpart of economic and social development plans. The action is to help governments
and others to expand their efforts at the “nationaltid commuriity levels to provide’ lasting
improvements in the well-being of children, with special attention to those in dkadvantaged
groups. This implies a substantial increase in the resources available for services benefiting
children.

While the Year is for all the children of the world, in both developing and industrialized
counties, there should be special emphasis on action to provide basic services for children
in developing counties.

. .

The emphasis must beon action at the country level, with supporting activities at the regional
and possibly international levels.

There will be no global conference, but it is hoped that there will be special discussions at
the General Assembly both in 1978 and at the conclusion of the Yew in 1979.

A separate and new international plan of action is unnecessary as the main elements of such
a plan have already been approved by the international community through the Declaration
of the Rights of the Child and the world plans of action of various other organizations and
Years.

A small secretm-iat.must be created within the administrative structure of UNICEF, with ,.
officers in New York and Geneva, for the tasks of stimulating, and assisting the activities
of governments and organizations; for servicing requests for technical guidance on subjects
outside UNICEF’s normal scope; and for providing general information materials and
activities in support of the-Year.
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May 1978 to the Executive Board~

As you rdready know, Dr. EstefaniaAldaba-Llm has been appointed as Special Representative for
the Year, with the rank of Assistant Secretary-General. As a result of the response of governments
to my initial appeal of February 1977, of Mrs. Lim’s already extensive travels to both indusmialized
and developing counrnes, and of the work of the IYC secretariat under her general direction, it now
seems clear to us that tbe International Year of the Qild could have a very significant impact on tire
situaaon of children in the world.

The Year of the Child is concerned with the needs of all children everywhere. In many countries —
both industrialized and developing — governments, national commissions and non-governmental
organiziaons are taking the Year very seriously as an opportunity to identify and analyze in depth
the very complex, sometimes tragic problems which affect so many of their young.

Solutions to these problems may not be easy — but, financially at least, the inriustialized counties
cats afford their cost, if they decide to give them priority in their national scales of values. In the
developing world and particularly in the poorest counties, it is another matten the needs are colossal
in all categories in every direction, and each counoy can only afford pm of the bill.

I would like to sows three main points regarding the Isrtemational Year of the Chiki. the fwst is that
developing countries, as a resu!t cf Lhsirc’:.T aspirations hut stimulated by IYC, undoubtedly wish
to set higher targets in fairly specific terms tow~ meeting the needs of their children as soon as
possible. A number of Governments are already making plans toward country coverage with at least
some of the elementary services for children during the 1980’s and, in general, they expect much
wider results by the end of the century.

The second point is that, to reach the goals that developing countries may set for themselves, a
significant increase in external assistance from the international community as a whole will be
required in the years following IYC. As 1have suggested on several occasions over the years, it is
my conviction that such an increase is well within the international communiry’s current capacities.
However, the case for support of social development, particularly as it affects children, has not yet
been put to them sufficiently.

The third major point is that UNICEF could and should make a ve~ sipritlcatrt contribution toward
meeting the important targets that developing counties will set. I am referring here not only to
UNICERS own prograrnme, but also to UNICEF’s role as a “lead agency” of the United Nations
system regarding IYC. As we all know, the need is immense. We cannot expect titles — but we
should expect, rmacipate and strongly encourage a change of pace, “greater interest, greater
enthusiasm, higher investment, more creative ideas on the part of all concerned.
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Mav 1979 to the Executive Boar~W
.

It is impossible at this time — barely two months into IYC— to give a fsirsnd balanced, leave alone
a comprehensive, picture of what Governments and o$ers have deci&d to actually do in response
to the General Assembly resoltsrion. But it is possible at least to give art indication of certain trenda”
that would seem to be emerging.

It is interesting to note, for example, that the demarcation line between the concerns of industrial-
ized countries and those of &veloping counties is not by any means as sharply defined as it was
originally expected to be, with emotional, psychological and spiritual or “value” problems on the one
side and “basic services” on the other. The industrialized counrnes atEacknowledging that they, too,
have problems in healdt, such as inadequate immunization programmed and an insufficient reach of
the health services in general; in nurntion,due both tolackof footkdto hadfcodhabits; in dtication,
with inadequate facilities, teacher shofiges and an ill adapted curriculum (to mention but a few). The
developing countries are expressing great concern, not only for basic health, nutrition, sanitation,
education and general social welfare setvices, but also for issues of child abuse, drugs and alcohol
addiction, delinquency, violence bet+ to and by the child and so fort!!.

It seems importanL therefore, to recognize the fact that problems in both parts of the world are no
longer so distinct inchsracteras tojusrify being viewed in isolation from each other. A new and more
realktic approach would seem to be called for, which needs to rake into account a more global view,
an approach more adjusted to the degee to which some of the problems in the industrialized world
are permeating the developing counrnes (an~ more subtly perhaps, vice versa) with emphasis on
consciousness-mising, advocacy and preventive measures.

By the mrne token, it would be just as necessary to consider the positive elements in the developing
couryries which can be interpreted with advantage in the industrialized countries. One thinks of the
intergenerational approach to child rearing, the extended family as opposed to the effects upon
children of what has been called “the erosion of family life” and, more recently, the “depopulation
of the family”. And, again, more subtly perhaps, vice versa.

There are many celebratory activities planned during IYC, many involving the active participation
of chilc$en i,ncontests of all kinds: @rawing,,paissting,writing, poetry or essays to enable children to
express themselves about tie world as they see it, or would like to see it. Not only is “celebration”
a valid part of the objectives of IYC, these activities have a consciousness-raising value and might
prove a usefid influence on the perceptions of adults who do the planning. A similar purpose is served
by the children’s conferences planned on national, regional ssrd international levels.

Inrespectof activities leading to action-oriented long-temrprogrammes, there inconsiderable variety
in priorities from place to place but many recurrent themes. The most universal of these themes is
perhaps concerned with the rights of children. The fact that 1979 is also the twentieth anniversary
of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the Child gives special poignancy to this theme.
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Thcrights of the child givense to a great deal of thought being given to the legal and social provisions
needed to support them. Several countries arc becoming swan. that it is not so much a case of new
laws asofenforcing laws already on the statute books. In othercasesit isamatterofclarifybtgexisdng
laws and interpreting them more correctly. In yet other cases it is a matter of codifying laws and
formulating new ones. This not infrequerttiy requires a revision and up-dating of social policy.

There me many areas of common interest which demonsuate that there is a growing recognition of
the fact that the needs of children m universal, that to a certain extent their probIems are the same,
although the severity of these problems varies drastically from one place to another. During lYC the
&veloping counties are naturally focusirtg on the needs of their own children. This is also the case
in indusuialized countries, but there is a gratifying additional concern — ass advocacy for the
overwhelming needs of children in the developing world. There is, indee~ good reason to believe
that reflection on the needs of their own chMren is leading some of the mom affluent counties to
a greater awareness of the plight of children in developing counties. This is martifested in the
increased promotion of development education in schools.

The question is being asked with increasing frequency as to what will be the follow-up activities to
IYC, especially in view of the greater interest in children which has been and is being generated by
it. Wtdle it appears tcmearly to advance fm rccommen&tions in this matter, the folIowing is a first
attempt to suggest what the nature might be.

There appears to be an interest on the part of a number of developing coumies at all levels of
development for greater UNICEF assistance related to legislation and’services concerned with the
intellectual, psychological and social development of childrcm,with the protection of children against
neglect, cruelty and exploitation with special attention to particular disadvamaged groups (e.g.
children of migrant workers, abandoned children, physically and mentally handicapped children,
etc.); and widt strengthening family life. Co-operation in such fields might be welcomed especially,
but not exclusively, by developing counoies moving to higher GNP levels and by indusrnalized
counties.

In addition to the present forms of advisory and consultant services which it provides directly or helps
finance, UNICEF co-operation might include the following:

— Facilitadng the exchange of experience among developing countries and between develop-.
ing and developed countries on policies and programmed benefiting children;

— ~veloping a service for the referral of enquiries and exchange of information on child
welfare .matte~

— Encouraging the widespread compilation and dissemination of child-related research and
stimulating new research on problems where action is hindered by lack of knowledge;
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— Facilitating of iurd/or pwticiparion in semimus, working gIOUPS~d m~rings on a ~gion~
. or global basis dealing “w-idsspeed problems of children which. cut across national

boundaries, or for which so international exchange of views would be importanL

The kinds of activi~ illustrated above would constitute a decision by UNICEF to represent more
deliberately intematiotraf concern for all the children of the world, while retaining its principal
function to co-operate with developing counrnes.

For developing countries, such activities would represent an extension of certain services already
receiving UNICEF co-operation.

Mr. Labouisse’s Last Statement to the Board as Executive Director, May 1979U

As we all know, UNICEF began as a temporary agency forrclief assistance to the children who were
victims of the Lsst World War. Later, in the early 1950s, UNICEF received from the Geoeral
Assembly a continuing mandate to assist children, particularly in developing counrnes. By the rime
I c%e to UNICEF in.June 1965, our organization had already come to see its co-operation with,. ,
countries of the Third World as a conrnbution to their development. UNICEF was not solely a
humanitarian relief agency, as important as that might be — it was that and something more. In the
acceptance speech that I had the privilege of giving in Oslo that same year in dre name of UNICEF,
which had just been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, I tried to emphasize this very poirm After ciang
some of the appalling statistics regarding the health, life expectancy and chances for an education of
the vast majority of children in dcvelopingcountries, I strcsscdrhe staggering waste of human energy
and talent which drained the very nations which needed them the most. I said at the time — and I
quote:

“To the developing counties, and to us, the word ‘development’ is a symbol of hope; it
brings to mind new roads, power plarrts and steel mills, stepped-up production in farming
and industsy. But development means, above all, Q,EL@G- not numbers of people but
quality of people. One of the cnsciaf factors in the progress of acounrry is the development
of the child, tie adult of tomorrow— tomorrow’s engineers, doctors, progressive farmers,

: teachers, scientists, social leaders. That is the great task in which UNICEF is taking share”.

,
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It seems to me that tie evolution of UNICEF in the following 14 years has continued in the same
general spirit. Of course, we learned a great deaf as we went along, while masty conditions were
changing in the world around us. New activities were opened, new approaches became desirable and
possible. One very constastt factor has been our steady and close co-operaaon with thecounrnes we
wereassisting. But those countries themselves — many of them newly independent — did not stand
sdfl: they were oairting a new leadership, assernng their disanctive national personalities and making
their own decisions. So our collaboration itself has become somewhat different and more
sophisticated over rhe years.

ht us, for a brief momenL recall very early days. In the 1950s, when UNICEF shitled its attention
from emergency refief to long-term efforts, ok main preoccupation w= in tJsefield of health.
PioneeMg workwas.done.in smengthetringMCf-Iservices, especially in oainingofcommuniry health
nurses and midwives. At the same time, substantial aid was given to single-purpose campaigns to
accelerate the use of new technologies-drugs, vaccines and insecticides - d-tatcould bring quick
and tangible benefits to children. Among these, the campaigns to eradicate yaws had sting success.
A more ambitious undertaking was to eradicate mafaria, in which WHO, UNICEF and a number of
bilateral agencies co-operated with a great marry affected countries. Although malaria was
dramatically reduced. in vast areas, the goal of eradication was not achieved for a combination of
technical, organizational and financial reasons. Other more successful UNICEF contributions in
health in the early days were its support of BCG vaccinations, often combined with vaccinations for
snmllpox, aiid assistance in campaigns to treat and ctmtrul michurna and leprosy, Tinesecampaigns,
while bringing relief and protection tomany, demonstrated the limitations of the “vertical” approach:
because they were basically conceived and prepared outside the concerned counoies they failed to
mobilize the active support of the affected population and were not sufficiently co-ordimtted with
parallel activities.

In a different field, UNICEF was apioneerin suppordng the programmed rather inadequately named
“aPPh~ nutrition”, on which the Board reviewed and developed its policy in 1956. This marked a
far-reaching step towatrf helping rmaf communities to grow, at smafl cost, more and better food to
feed their families — and particularly the children — while teaching mothers and girls about proper
children’s nutrition and about simple ways to impmve food stotage. These programmed had some
successes, some failures. The same ideas arc receiving renewed attention today — with UNICEF
playing assactive part in several fields, including the development of artefficient village technology.

In the sixties, UNICEF begarrtomove away from the “sectoral” approach, and to work more mrdmore
with governments todetermine what were the greatest needs of their child.renand the priorities in each
counuy. ~is came to be called the “country approach”. The intention was to tailor programrncs of
co-operation to the needs of a pticular area. It was then that the idea that programrnes for children
should be taken into account in the national development effort acquired more and more suength and
acceptance. UNICEF took an important initiative in that direction in 1964 when it called together

$’
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a working gToupin Bellagio on the subject of “Children in National Development”. This, I think,
was UNICEF’S advocacy for children at its best.

.
The conference, attended by experts andpolicy-makers from a number of developing countries; was

followed by a series of UNK33F-sponsored regional meetings in Santiago, Bangkok, Addis Ababa,
and, the most rceen~ in Lome in 1972.

The Board had, meanwhile; approved a widening of UNICEF’s range of activities to include
assistance to education which soon became, after health, amajorfieldfor UNICEF co-operation. We
have since, as you know, come to focus on the primary level and also to seek ways in which to assist
non-formal as well as formal education.

A logical follow-up of the “coutmy approach” and of the pressures for including programmed for
children in nationaJ development plans, was to help countries to co-ordinate, for maximum impact,
thsir various services for children. Experience constantly dcmonsuated the interrelation of the
different factors affecdng tie condition of the young. Forexarstple: agrictdtural policy and nurntion;
malnutriaon anddisess~ literacy, thecducaaon of women and girls and responsible parenthood. Tlte
full effect on healthof a clean water supply in a villagewill be obtained onlyif it iaaccompanied by
personal hygiene,wxcreta disposal, the removal of refuse from which flies may carry infection, and
berterfoodhartdling. Clearly, there is a great advantage foracounuyto bring together such factorsllris
rr@t’es theinvolvement of a number of rnissisrnesof government and of rcsponsib]eauthorhies it
various levels~including the concerned corrsrntsnitiesthemselves.

. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .

All through the seventies, there was a growing awareness, in both developing and irtdustrializcd
countries, of the importance of the social aspects of development particularly regarding progrant-
mes benefiting children. I iike to think — and I & think — that UNICEF’s obstinate prchiisrg had
at least something to do with it. But there was, of course, the powerful impact of a number of world
cortfem.nces— on poptdation, women, food, water, babiraL environment, technical co-operation
among developing counties, and others — all focused on problems having an important bearing on
the condition of children.

Dtsringrhe same period, we came to understand better thedevasradssg asrdpervasive effect of poverty
on the situation of the very young. The economic crisis of 1974,rcsuldrsgpartly from increased prices
of oil, brought about a curtailing of social ses+ces in many regions of the Third World and made
deprivations of chilcffctseven more acute. It became eviderit to us in UNICEF arid to the Bowd that
our work should faus more and more on the low-income counties and on deprived areas -
counoies.I

Increased economic difficulties and the.slow, vety costly progress of economic growth were more
, justification for promoting H or gommunitv-bas ed services, with which a good number of

developing countries had already been experimenting. This concept has become today the main
feature ofUNICEF’s advocacy role and co-operation in progmmrnes. Essentially, as you know, this

appm~h when tioP~ by the counoy calls for the active participation of the inhabitants of each
community in tie 1~ pl~ng, control and SUppOrIof basic services related to the problems they
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are facing, particularly in the fields of primary health care, nutrition, clean water, the care of young ,
children, and responsible parenthood. Local, disrnct and national authorities must of course bring
their suppofi and guidance. .

The Conference on Primary Health Care, attended by 134countries and 67 United Nations and non-
govermoentalorgatdzationslast SepremberinAlmaA~ Kaza.khstan,joitsrly sponsoredbyWHO and
UNICEF, was ~e first of its kind. The level of representation was high and many of rJteparticipants
frumdevelopingcounrnes told us of action already taken, of successful pilot projects being expanded
to larger areas. While the term “primary health care” does not necessarily mean the same rhirrg to
all people, there is noquesaon in mymindbut that this was an important breakthrough in intensifying
the world’s concern for the health of children.

The irtcmased efforts of the developing countries to make services for children part of their general
development plans are bringing about many changes in UNICEF’S work. One of them is rhe greater
involvement of our field oftlcers its working with governments to work directly with sub-national
authorities, at the regional or distxict level. This adds a new and fascinating dimension to our task
— but the Board wilf certainly realize.dtat it afso means more work, at different echelons, requiring
more UNfCEF staff, with increasingly diversified qualifications.

In this rapid review of UNICEF’s activities I want, of course, to mention our work in emergencies
caused by natural or man-made disasters. This is where UNICEF began: helping chiklren in the
aftermath of a great wm. -?erhapsbecause of this background, we have been repe2!etily called upcn
for help in emergencies during the past decades. UNICEF is rather special, among United Nations
agencies, in its capacity for rapid procurement and the movement of a wide range of supplies. I
personally marvel, each time, at the efficiency and dedication with which our staff stretch their
capacity to the limit, sometimes in the face of great difficulties and danger to themselves. We always
try, when&erpossible, to concentrate on the rehabilitation following disasters — such as helping to
rebuild destroyed schcds, ss we did its F$geria and V]et Nam. The positive benefit is that this
conoibutes, in itself, to the country’s development.

I believe that UNICEF has done and is doing welf, within resources which remain very modest when
measured against the needs of children around the world. We are only a small element in the toraf
development process. However, because our efforts concentrate on improving the well-being of
children, I am convinced that they have a real impact, both rftrough our work in the field and through
our advocacy on behalf of the young. A growing number of project evacuations by governments
support and dccument this conviction.

We should find our deepest satisfaction, perhaps, not in our own agency’s work, but in some of the
prog’ess which is being accomplished in developing societies. For example, in 34 low-income
counrnes, life expectancy at birth has increased fmm 36 years in 1960 to 44 years in 1975, reflecting
a substantial reduction in infant and child mortality. Again, the percentage of girls of primary school
age enrolled in school increased from 16per cent in 1960 to41 percent in 1975. If UNICEF has had
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a little part in this, all that we have tried to do was worth it. BULof course, some favorable statistics
must not blind us to the still intolerable condition of many millions of children and to the gigantic,.
problems ahead.

Mow me now to express a few thoughts about UNICEF’S future. as briefly Snd as.info~ly ~ I
cam

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

. (g)

I feel rhaL barring unforeseen world events or radicai transformations within the United
Nations system, UNfCEF should continue to pursue its task along the general lines already
set by the Boti

I pray that UNfCEF cartretain its remarkable flexibility and responsiveiseis in the conduct
of its wc@ and its co-opgration with &veloping cottgtriex

I hope — very - hope — rhat it will krsp its distinctidentity and relative autonomy,
that latter helping to make its flexibility possible

Mostimportasrtin myminc4UNICEFshouldcondrrise torcmain soictlynon-polid.cal, both
in its general policies and in &y-to-day operations. Sometimes this is not easy. Over the
years, the UNICEF Board has provided excellent leadership in this regard. The Board is
also quite remarkable, among United Nations bodies, in that most of its decisions are taken
by consensus, without a.forrmd vot~. - .-, ,.. . . . .

I consider it quite likely tha~ as the developing counties increase their productive
capacities, the natttre of UNfCEF co-operation may shift a bic requests for assistance in
the design andimplemenration of services will probably vow at afasterpace than the need
for supplies and equipment. This may require terrain changes and possibly increases in
Sta.ft

I will not surprise rfsisBoard in stressing once again, as I have done every year dfig my
tenure, that we must work relentlessly to increase UNICEF’s revenue. I indicated last year
that a major result of IYC will be greater aspirations on the part of developing counties
and larger commitments to their programmed for children. This is indeed happening, and
UNICEF.simplymust make an appropriate response. In 1978 I had suggested, as a target.
figure, an annual revenue of some $5(KImillion by the mid- 1980s. I consider this, more
thattever, a reasonable projection of growth, pardcularly if we take into account the current
rare of inflation,

I“alsobelieve that rhe finticiid b~den of UNICEF’s progr&smies of assistance should be
more equitably shared by donor countries. Government conrnbutions remain the major
source of our support, but I am very conscious of the fact that, while more than 150
governments contribute toUNICEF -incluc@gmanydeveloping counrnes— 80percent
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of our resources come frum 10 governments. I am profoundly grateful to all donom, big
and small. It stands to reason, however, that pardcipation in UNICEF work on behalf of
children should be more equitably shared in accordance with the capacity of governments

.

to do SO.

It is now time to conclude, and I will hy to do it with very few words.

When I leave UNICEF at the end of December, I will be able to say that these 14 years were among
the most challenging, istterw.drtgand happy years of my life. Few people in this world have the luck
to work for a marvelous organization and to serve a cause in which they deeply believe.

Looking back at this decade and a half of travels, of meetings, of long hours of office work, I dtink
that the most wonderfrdly rewarding moments are in the field, going from one village to another to
visit UNICEF-assistid projects, seeing with my own eyes thaL because of our co-operation, at least
some children and their families are living a litde better.

The work with my colleagues, either at headquaners or during my field visits, has created mrong
personal bonds. This Boarddocs not need to be told, 1think, that the staff ofUNICEF is quite unique.
Our team of about 1,500 men and women of 97 nationalities, of very different ages, >ersortalities and
talents, thinly scattered as drey arc over four continents, is linked by a common spirit — by what I
once called a profound commitment of the mind and of the heart. I am proud to be one of them.

One of dre many remarkable features of our organization is the confident relationship between the
staff and the UNICEF Board. As Executive Director, I have eagerly Icoked forward, each year, to
dre Board sessions — knowing that I would feel enriched and intellectually challenged by our

discussions and that the Board’s guidance would make me wiser and more secure in facing the
problems ahead. I have appreciated more than I can say the support that the Board has given me and
I cherish the warm friendships which link me to a number of its members.

With all my heart, I thank you for the great part that you have played, and me playing, in our common
task on behalf of children. ,Myfervent wishes will be with you all, md with Jim Grant. my very
experienced and talented successor, in the work you will be doing together in the cOming yews.
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ANNEX

Personal Characteristics of Mr. Labouisse Relevant to his Work in UNICEF:

Exuacts from Eulogies6~

By James P. Grant, Executive Director of UNICEF

Hany Labouisse was one of the originals, one of the fmt conceivers and practitioners of [he
art we call “development assistance”. One of those who gave it life, gave it purpose and gave it
common sense. He also, I might a~, gave it two characteristics which we too infrequently encounter
in this business: g,csgdmanagement, and personal gmce. ..

His fmt work in the still fledgling multi-lateral system came as Director of the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees. That assignment, surely, tested not only
his good pianning and management in helping people, but his diplomacy and resolve. He proved
himself. He turned UNRWA into an agency that all parties accepted and trusted, despite their many
disagreements. And in that, he helped to prove the tenet that is at the foundation of United Nations
effons in humanitarian service: that people in need must be helped, regardless of politics.

Throughout his service in UNICEF here, Harry Labouisse remained steadfast to that
principle he helped pioneer in UNRWA: that poiitics are one thing, people in need, another. And
children have no politics.

Those of us who knew him and worked with him over the years — as 1have since 1961 —
knew dtat he had very special gifts. Harry was a gentleman, an aristocrat, a humanitarian, a democrat
and art egalitarian, all in the best sense of these terms. This combination of qualities may seem, it
first glance, to be incompatible. But that was precisely Harry’s gif~to the world and to all of us. He
did combine all these qualities. And he brought them to bear with a life-long purpose — in the cause
of humatr development.

And if some may mim-veland find it exceptional that such characteristics might have been
blended together in one person, how special it is to rejoin that there has been not just one such person.
but two — for Eve was always at his side, and always with equal suength and grace. The debt we
owe to Harry is also a debt to Eve, for she shared him with us and added her own gifts as well.

.

,
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Bv E.J,R. Hevward. Former Senior Detrtrw Executive Director of UNICEF

I would like to refer to one principle that Harry held to very strongly in his diplomatic
guidance of both UNRWA and UNICEF — to keep his organization so far as possible “out of
politics”. The General Assembly resolution establishing UNICEF in 1946 provided that UNICEF
aid would be used or disrnbuted “without discrimination because of race, creed, nationality status
or political belief.” It was not to take sides, not to let itself be used, not to trade political support, nor
permit itself to express its own preferences outside its mandate to cooperate with counties in
improving the situation of their children. Wldrin that mandate, Hmry Labouisse showed great
political courage.

I shalf give only a few examples of his very active obsermnce of these principles. He spent
five weeks in Lagos in 1968 in order to make possible UNICEF’s relief for children on both sides
of the civif war, the only United Nations organization”to secure this, and the only one accepted by
Nigeria immediately at the end of the war to bring in more substantial relief and rehabilitation to the
devastated eastern provinces. Harry’s persistence, supported by a number of members of the
Executive Board, firtafly persuaded North Vietnam in 1973 that international assistance could help
their children. And after the Pol Pot regime was ousted from Cambodia in 1979, UNICEF became
the lead agency for relief of the famine there, whilst maintaining its position that it would also aid
refugees coming to the border @T!railmd, even t~ough the CmbO&m governmen: felt :~,a:‘_JNICEF
was aiding its enemies.

The messages that have poured in after &.rry’s death stress his personal warmth, his
openness, his leadership and his integrity. His integrity was not only in personal relations, but as an
intemaaonal civil servant, whichearned him the respect of all Board members and all counoies across
the political specmtrrr.

All who have worked with him share feelings for these qualities, and for his concern for his
staff. We who mourn him also want to celebrate his very rich and fruitful life, from which [hey will
continue to draw inspiration.

.

L
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